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This manual is provided for the use of individuals studying the coding
of program DORCA. It explains the detailed operation of every subroutine,
the layout in core of the major matrices and arrays, and the meaning of all
program variables. Flow charts are included. This volume does not
contain user information such as input requirements j such information is
found in volume I.
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DORCA is logically divided into three major sections:
input, computation, and output. Each of these sections is treated extensive-
ly in the user's manual in a problem-oriented manner. The following notes
are a general outline of the program mechanics.
Input is controlled by subroutine INPRO, the input proce s sor, which
calls a different subroutine to read and proces s each of the different data
tables - RDCONT (container), RDLEG (legs), RDSPD (spread functions),
RDVEH (vehicles), RDFAC (facilities), RDCRG (cargo elements), RDMISS
(missions), and RDRPT (report or output requests). These routines
establish the basic data tables; in particular, RDMISS constructs the
initial cargo table, representing all cargo to be shipped according to the
mission data.
Cargo assignment is controlled by LEGPRO, the leg processor.
Sorting the data so that all cargo to be shipped on a given vehicle, leg, and
year is grouped in one block, LEGPRO calls subroutine ASINER to determine
the actual shipping schedules. LEGPRO augments the cargo table as necessary
to provide for additional cargo shipments not specified by mission data, such
as bulk containers, crew capsules, propellants, and vehicles required to
carry cargo. LEGPRO also transforms the augmented cargo table into a phase
II cargo table reflecting the shipping schedules, to be used for output.
Output is controlled by REPORT, the report generator. For each of
the reports which has been requested through input, one of the printout sub-
routines is called. These subroutines draw on information tables established
during the leg processing.
On the next page is a diagram of the flow between subroutines. Five
small utility subroutines (PACK, UNPACK, READER, SORT and VALUE) are
not shown on ~e Hierarchy diagram.On succeeding pages is a brief description
of each subroutine, followed by detailed explanations of each routine with flow



















































































































































PURPOSES OF ALL SUBROUTINES
Controls the cargo assignment process: determines the number
of flights for each vehicle on each leg in each year and schedules
cargo on those flights.
Prints the container report - a summary of container usage by
year, leg, and name.
Shortens the table of vehicle flights.
Prints the vehicle and facility cost reports.
Internally shifts some input data in core to allow insertion of
ITlore facility or cargo eleITlent data.
Main routine which calls the input processor, the leg processor,
and the report generator.
Used by CSTRPT to improve the appearance of the cost report
printout.
Counts the facilities acquired in each year by program, mission,
and cargo eleITlent.
Prints a report on facility acquisiti.ons in each year by prograITl,
ITlission and cargo eleITlent.
Used in the cargo assignITlent process to schedule cargo of a
specific kind in a specific direction not exceeding vehicle weight
and volume and other constraints.
Given the name of a spread function, finds the location of data
for this function in the input spread table in DDB or prints a
message if no such function was input.
Calls the proper subroutines to process input data.
Processes all cargo data froITl phase I into phase II, keeping
tract of container, propellant and other requirements.
Writes the Level II cargo table onto an external file in the proper
format.
Performs an out- of- core sort on the level II cargo table stored
on an external file.
Reads a section of the Level 2 cargo table into available core
from the tp.pe on which it is stored.
Inserts bits froITl a right-adjusted integer into a given portion
of a 36-bit word.
Calculates perforITlance data for a vehicle on each leg if that
data was not input.





























Computes propellant required by a vehicle carrying a given
up weight and down weight.
Controls reading and storage of container input data.
Reads and stores cargo element data.
Reads and stores facility data.
Reads and stores leg data.
Reads and stores mission data as the phase I cargo table and
also initializes the vehicle and facility acquisition tables.
Reads and stores input requests for reports.
Reads and stores spread functions.
Reads and stores vehicle data and finishes construction of
~eg table.
Performs actual reading of input cards and performs certain
types of processing.






Superfast matrix sorting routine.
Given a spread function, a unit cost, and a count by year of
units for a given vehicle or facility, computes the spread costs
for each year.
Prints a summary of cargo traffic in detail.
Retains cargo elements and facilities.
Prints intermediate and debugging information.
Determines the actual number of each vehicle type needed to
perform the flights generated, based on maximum flights per
year, lifetime in years, lifetime in flights, and other require-
ments.
Extract bits from a given portion of a word and store as a
right-adjusted integer.
Converts an input numeric value from alphanumeric (Hollerith)
representation to machine floating point format.
Sums up load factors for each vehicle by program, mission, and
year.
Prints a vehicle utilization report in terms of load factors for
each year, program and mission.
Creates the array NTYRS containing the years (last 2 digits) in




SU BROU TINE ASINER
Given a vehicle and a list of all cargo items fraveling in either
direction in a given year on a given leg, ASINER with the help of subroutine
FIND determines the number of flights of that vehicle necessary"to carryall
required and possibly some optional cargo and constructs a schedule of flight
assignments. Bulk containers and crew capsules are lequisitioned and
accounted for as necessary. "Required" (or "regular") cargo is that which
must travel on the specified vehicle. "Optional" cargo is any cargo in the
capture bin for that leg and year, which may travel on any vehicle it can fit
into on that leg.
USAGE
The cargo assignment routine is called by the leg processor, LEGPRO,
which has set 4 arguments in common:
COMMON/ARGS/ ICF, ICL, IF, IL
where ICF and ICL indicate the beginning and end of the capture bin for this
leg/year in the Level I cargo table, and IF and IL indicate the beginning and
end of the required cargo for that leg/year/vehicle. As defined elsewhere,
the cargo table is assumed to consist of triplets of data words stored con-
secutively, each triplet defining one cargo item. IF is the location of the
first word of the first item; IL is the location of either the first, second or
third word of the last item. Similarly for ICF and ICL.
The results consist of three variables and three matrices, which are




total number of flights scheduled.
total weight carried in up-direction (1=1) and
downwards (1=2) on flight number J (J=l, 2, ••• ,
NFLT), including extra bulk containers requi-
sitioned. A negative down weight for any flight
indicates that the vehicle is to be expended (does
not return).
total number of assignments made in both
directions in the FLTA matrix.
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FLTA(I, J) assignment information for cargo item J, J=l, 2,
•.. , NASS. The entry for 1=1 is a packed word







Subscript IS of this cargo item in
the cargo table (DDB).
ICF ~ IS ~ ICL or IF ~ IS ~ IL.
Flight number N to which item is
assigned. I" S; N S; NFLT.
Direction (O-up, I-down).
Subscript K in CR array indicating
container in which item is stored
(used only for bulk material or
crew, zero for discrete items).
NCR
CR(I)
The entry for 1=2 contains the weight of item J which
has been assigned. For bulk items which have been
divided among several flights or containers, this
weight is less than the original weight in the cargo
table.
number of containers requisitioned and listed in CR
array.
packed word giving information on the Ith bulk con-
tainer requisitioned for these flights, 1=1,2, ••• ,NCR.
Bits (numbe r) Contents
0-17 (18)
- 6-
Index in container table TBCQ>NT






A bulk container carries bulk cargo in only one
direction and flies empty on the return trip. To
determine which items are stored in container I,
check bits 24-30 of the items in the FLTA matrix
to find those whose container subscript equals I.
LIMITA TIONS







100 (due to dimension of TW matrix).
400 (due to dimensions of FLTA and WS
matrices).
Note: items traveling round trip account
for two assignments. Bulk cargo split into
several portions and stored in several
containers account for one assignment for
e ac h po rtion.
100 (due to dimension of CR list). The
up and down trips for a single bulk container
constitute only one entry in CR, while for a
crew capsule usually one but sometimes two
entries are used.
The following is a detailed explanation of cargo assignment procedures.
VEHICLE CAPABILITY







maximum number of cargo items which travel in
each direction on any flight (deployment limit).
maximum weight the vehicle can carry upwards
(away from the earth) if it returns empty.
maximum weight the vehicle can carry downwards
if it travels upwards empty.
maximum weight the vehicle can carry upwards if
it is expended (does not return).
maximum volume capacity.
The less a vehicle carries upwards, the more it can carry downwards, and
the relationship expressing down capacity as a function of up load weight is a
curve which is here taken as a straight line. Since usually UPMAX is greater
than DNMAX, for every pound the vehicle carries down, it loses more than a
pound in upward capacity. To express this fact, we deal with the "equivalent
up weight" of every cargo item. For a downward- bound item, the equivalent
up weight is the actual weight times the factor g~t1~~ , which is usually
greater than 1. For an upward- bound item, of course, the equivalent up
weight equals the actual weight. During the assignment process, the program
keeps track of the remaining unused vehicle capacity for each flight through
the variable VCAP, which is expressed in equivalent up weight. For
each flight, the program continues loading the vehicle until VCAP drops be-
low the CUTOFF value (presently 10 )'. at which point the vehicle is con-
sidered fully loaded, and the next flight is set up.
The program also keeps track of the remaining volume on the vehicle
in both directions through the variables RVOL (1) and RVOL (2). In many
cases the program will schedule a vehicle which is less than fully loaded be-
cause, at a certain point in the algorithm, no permissible cargo remained
that did not exceed remaining vehicle capacity in weight or volume or violate
some other constraint.
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A deployment limit may be input for the vehicle, the leg, or both (in
which case the lower limit is used for the vehicle/leg combination). Each
discrete cargo item counts once for the direction it travels; each crew'
capsule or bulk container plus all its contents counts once. Items which are
packed inside a capsule or container do not count separately.
CAPTURE BIN
"Optional" cargo from the capture bin is assigned to a vehicle only to
fill up space into which no remaining regular cargo can fit. This may be
either
(1) Bulk cargo to fill a partially empty bulk container
or crew capsule.
(2) A crew, discrete item(s) or containered bulk.
All "optional" cargo must satisfy all existing flight restrictions: weight,
volume, round trip/same vehicle, deployment limits, and so on.
To simplify program bookkeeping, if a portion of a bulk cargo item
from the capture bin is assigned, then the remainder of that item is removed
from the capture bin and relabeled as regular (mode 3) cargo. Th~s may
sometimes result in generating additional flights to handle the remammg
bulk, but to avoid that the bookkeeping problems would be horrendous.
Upon termination of the algorithm and exit from ASINER, some cargo
will often remain unassigned in the capture bin. Frequently, the routine will
assign only one direction of an item travelling round trip (unless the round-
trip-same-vehicle flag is set for those items). These unassigned items are
in WS(I, J), J = ITEMS, ••. , MAXI (See section on WS).
CARGO CLASSIFICATIONS
Each cargo item is tagged with numbers representing three or more
sets of classification, which are:
-9-
I Cargo items requiring an expended vehicle




Optional cargo from the capture bin.




Manned crew. which requires a crew
capsule.
Bulk cargo. which can be subdivided as
necessary to fit into unused space and which
must be stored in a container.











for crews. where entry #N in the container
table is a crew capsule.
for bulk cargo. where entry #N in the
container table is the required bulk con
container.
o for discrete items.
These tags are packed with other information for each item into a
working storage matrix WS. They are used to load the vehicles in a fairly
efficient and practical manner.
ASSIGNMENT OF CREWS
At most one crew may be assigned to a flight in each direction. Assign-
ing a crew requires assigning a crew capsule. also. The total weight is thus
the crew weight plus capsule weight; the total volume is the capsule volume.
A crew capsule has a given capacity (input). expressed in terms of weight.
Any excess capacity left over after the crew weight has been subtracted may
be used to carry uncontainered bulk material.
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ASSIGNMENT OF BULK CARGO
Bulk cargo must be shipped in a container, which may be either a
crew capsule with excess capacity or a bulk container. The user may, if he
wishes, broadly separate all bulk cargo into several general kinds, each of
which requires its own special kind of bulk container. Any kind of bulk may be
loaded into the crew capsule except propellant, and in fact several different
kinds may be shipped together in a capsule if space permits. However, a
bulk container m"ay carry only bulk material which is specifically designated
for that kind of container.
Bulk cargo has no specific volume of its own. However, the container
in which it is shipped must not exceed the remaining volume capacity of the
vehicle in that direction.
Unlike crew and discrete cargo items, bulk cargo can be subdivided
into smaller parcels as necessary to fit into available spaces. Whenever a
crew capsule or bulk container is to be filled, the program searches for an
acceptable bulk item whose weight does not exceed the remaining space; if
none exist, the program will bite off a piece of a large bulk item to exactly
fit the remaining space. The term "remaining space" means the smaller of
remaining container capacity and remaining vehicle capacity.
The program attempts to load as much bulk material into crew
capsules as possible, to minimize the number of additional bulk containers
required. In doing so, it loads first those kinds of bulk material which
remain in smallest quantity; this policy is designed to avoid insofar as possible
having to load a fairly heavy container for a relatively small amount of
material. When capsule space is exhausted and bulk cargo remains unassigned,
the program must requisition a bulk container. Subject to weight, volume, and
container capacity limitations, the program chooses to load next that kind of
bulk material which can be loaded in greatest quantity (weight), which is
another attempt at trying to avoid loading bulk containers which are almost
empty.
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When a vehicle is almost full in terms of weight, there is an inherent
danger that the algorithm will assign a bulk container and then find that the
amount of bulk that can be carried within the vehicle weight limits is uneco-
nomically small. For example, if remaining vehicle capacity is 5300 units and
a bulk container weighs 5000 units, only 300 units of bulk could be carried. To
avoid such uneconomical arrangements, ASINER will not load a bulk container
if remaining vehicle capacity (after subtracting the container empty weight) is
not sufficient to load at least X percent of the container capacity. This X
percent, denoted by the variable BLKLIM, is now set to 20%. Thus, a bulk
container weighing 5000 units and with a capacity of 40000 units cannot be loaded
unless remaining vehicle capacity is at least 13000 units (8000 minimum for
bulk, 5000 for tl:le container). This restriction does not apply if only a small
amount of bulk ca r go is left.
The user has a choice, through input, of how to handle propellant. One
way is to simply designate it as bulk material, indicating in the container
table a container specifically branded as a propellant tank. The program will
handle the propellant like any other kind of bulk except that propellant will not
be stored in the crew capsule. However, a bulk container may be shipped only
partly full if vehicle capacity is used up before the container is full. Thus, if
the user wishes to ship only full tanks of propellant (or any other type of bulk),
he should input it as self- contained discrete items whose up weight is the
weight of propellant plus tank and whose down weight is the weight of the empty
tank.
The CD matrix is used to keep track of how much regular bulk of each
kind remains unassigned. Before the first assignment is made, CD(I, J) = the
total (weight) of all cargo of type J remaining in direction I (I-up, 2-down),
where J refers to the container table. As bulk cargo is assigned, the weight
is subtracted from the proper slot in CD. CD2(I, J) is used similarly to keep
track of mode 2 bulk cargo from the capture bin.
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CONTAINER REQUISITIONS
Every time a crew capsule or bulk cargo container is assigned, a new
entry is made in the cR list, so that other portions of the program can account
for containers needed and available. Each entry in the CR list contains 3
pieces of information packed into a single word:
1) A pointer J to the container table to indicate which kind of
container has been assigned.
2) The flight number of the up trip.
3) The flight number of the down trip.
Bulk containers travel filled in only one direction and, if container return is
requested, are shipped back empty. If space' and weight limits permit, a bulk
container makes the round tripon the same flight (up and down flight numbers
are the same). Otherwise, a new entry in the WS matrix is created for the
return of the empty container, being designated as discrete item. If containers
are to be expended, this procedure is skipped.
Crew capsules are not automatically returned; they are returned only
if a crew is scheduled for return. If a crew capsule makes a round trip on
the same flight, it will give rise to a single entry in the CR list. If the round
trip is on different flights, two entries will be created in CR; one entry
represents the up-flight and has a down-flight number of zero, while the
second entry represents the down-flight and has an up-flight number of zero.
ASSIGNMENT RU LES
The program makes assignments of cargo items from various categories
in a certain order, as set forth below. The category tag values (MODE, TYPE,
DIRECTION, CONTAINER INDEX) are set in subroutine ASINER along with the
deployment limits and maximum weight and volume which can be assigned, and
subroutine FIND then searches the working storage array for items satisfying
the follow ing specifications:
(a) . The item must be of the indicated MODE, TYPE and DIRECTION.
(b) If bulk is requested, the container index must match the specified
c ontaine r index MC T .
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(c) The equivalent up-weight of the item (plus its container, if
crew or bulk) must not exceed the remaining vehicle capacity
VCAP.
(d) The volume of the item (if discrete) or its capsule/ container
(if crew or bulk) must not exceed the remaining vehicle volume
RVOL(I) in that direction.
(e) If the item requires single deployment, no other item may be
assigned to this flight in this direction. If multiple deployment
is acceptable, the total number NOCC (1) of items assigned in
direction I must not exceed the limit LIMOCC(I), which may be
imposed either on the vehicle or on the leg. The program sets
LIMOCC(2) = 0 for a flight which is to be expended.
(f) If the item must make a round trip on the same flight, the above
specifications must be observed in both directions.
The order of assignment for each flight is as follows.
1. On a given flight, if any" expended" cargo (MODE 1) remains, assign
one of that first. The rest of that flight can be filled with other kinds of
cargo traveling upwards. Mode 1 cargo can be either a crew or discrete
cargo but not bulk material, since bulk can be subdivided into smaller pieces
not requiring an expended vehicle.
2. Assign a crew upwards, if possible. If the flight is not to be expended,
try to assign a crew downwards.
3. Try to fill rest of vehicle with discrete cargo until VCAP (remaining
vehicle capa~ity) falls below CCAP (remaining capsule capacity). CCAP may
be zero - - for example, when no capsule has been assigned. Preference is
given to up cargo over down cargo.
4. If a manned capsule was assigned, fill it with bulk cargo traveling in
the same direction. If crew capsules were scheduled for both directions on
this flight, only the up-trip is used to carry bulk. First load regular cargo,
starting with that kind which remains in smallest quantity. If all regular
(mode 3) bulk is exhausted before the capsule is filled, mode 2 cargo from
the capture bin will be assigned. Should all bulk cargo be exhausted before
VCAP falls below the CUTOFF value, the program will return to assigning
discrete cargo to fill up the vehicle.
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5. When no more discrete cargo remains, the program loads bulk
material, for which a container must be requisitioned, assigning a new
container whenever the current one is filled to within a CUTOFF value of
capacity (now 10). Each time a new container is assigned, the program
chooses the kind and the direction so as to maximize the quantity that will be
loaded into the container. This quantity W is expressed as
W = minimum of
I
Vehicle capacity minus container weight;
Container capacity;
Total amount of bulk remaining of this kind
and direction.
Each time a new container is loaded, if containers are tQ be returned (empty),
the routine schedules the return of the empty container on the same flight if
space permits. If this is impossible, an entry in the WS matrix is created
for shipment of the container as an empty discrete item in the opposite
direction. If a container is partially unfilled because no more regular (mode 3)
cargo remains, the program searches the capture bin for bulk of this kind
and direction.
For each flight the routine proceeds as far as possible through steps
1- 5 until either
(a) The vehicle is filled on the basis of weight, volume (both
directions). or deployment limits; or
(b) No remaining cargo, regular or optional, can fit into the
remaining space.
In either case, the flight is now considered "full". If no more regular cargo
(mode 1 or 3) remains unassigned, the algorithm terminates and ASINER exists.
Otherwise, the next flight is processed in the same manner.
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WORKING STORAGE MATRIX WS
The items in the cargo table are reconstituted and stored in the
matrix WS for working purposes. Cargo items required to make a round
trip give rise to two entries in W S, the first corresponding to the up trip,
the second to the down trip. The exception to this is items requiring a round
trip on the same flight; only one entry is created in WS, and the up-weight is
assumed to equal the down weight. WS (l, J) contains a packed word for














item requires single deployment.
multiply deployment is acceptable.
item must make round trip on same flight.
round trip may be scheduled on separate
flights.
this item is a requisitioned container which
has already been scheduled to carry bulk in
the opposite direction.






Container index (refers to container table
TBCONT).
If bit 7 is 0, this field contains the subscript IS in
the cargo table where this item originated. If bit
7 is 1, this field contains the index I in the CR array
giving data on this container.
Direction (I-up, 2-down).
Type (I-crew capsule, 2-bulk, 3-discrete).
Mode (1- expended vehicle, 2- capture bin, 3- regular).
WS (2, J) contains the weight of item J.
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Corresponding to entry J in WS is VOL(J), which contains the
volume of this item (zero for crews and bulk).
When a cargo item is assigned to a flight, it is deleted from WS and
VOL arrays and replaced by the last item in WS, so that the size of WS is
reduced by one. When a new container is requisitioned whose return cannot
fit on the same flight, a new entry in WS is created for the shipment of the
empty container in the opposite direction as a discrete item. Unassigned items
are stored in the upper portion of WS. At any time the number of items re-
maining unassigned in WS is given by the expression MAXI-ITEMS+l.
ERRORS DETEC TED
The following list explains error messages printed by ASINER and FIND,
their probable sources, and the action taken by the program.
1. "Invalid volume limit for current vehicle." The volume limit was found
to be a negative number. Since the input routine RDVEH checks for this also
and since the default value is 1000, this problem is not an input error, but rather
arises from some blow-up elsewhere in DORCA. ASINER will ski.p all passes
for this vehicle.
2. "ASINER cannot find data for leg on vehicle VVV." Most likely the user
simply forgot to input this data. Program wi.ll skip this vehicle/leg combination
for all years.
3. "Cargo element mimed xxx has illegal value for container class (KKK). "
Means that bits 12- 23 of word 6 for this element in the cargo element table do
not contain the value I, 2, 3, or 4. This is an internal programming problem.
ASINER will simply skip this element and continue processing other elements.
4. ""':<REJECT':<CARGO XXX CaNT. CCC VEH. VVV LEG LLL" Means
tha"t the container volume exceeds the vehicle volume limit or that the weight of
the empty container plus 20% of its capacity exceeds the vehicle weight limit in
the down direction. ASINER will skip all cargo elements which must travel in
the container indicated. Most likely an input er ror.
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5. "Cargo element named XXX has weight of WWW in direction K;
weight must exceed cutoff value of EEE for proper processing." Currently,
EEE is taken as 0.99. Most likely an input error, or possibly an instance
where the user input a dummy cargo item of very little or no weight for con-
venience. Program will skip this cargo element.
6 1I>l<REJECT':<CARGO XXX WT. WWW VOL. YY VEH. VVV LEG. LLL"
Either a discrete item whose volume exceeds the vehicle volume capacity or
a discrete or crew cargo item whose weight exceeds the weight capacity of
the vehicle in the direction(s) the cargo is traveling. Input error. Program
ignores this cargo element.
7. "Too many cargo items on vehicle VVV, leg LLL. II This is due to a
large amount of data which exceeded the dimensions of matrices FLTA and
WS. Probably due simply to a lot of cargo, in which case the problem can
be alleviated by increasing the dimensions of FLTA and WS or be rearranging
the data somehow to reduce the cargo. Could be due, to an input error, such
as a bulk container with a ridiculously small capacity. ASINER may have
already made assignments for some of the cargo before the problem arises.
If the problem was detected in ASINER, it will immediately discontinue pro-
cessing the current vehicle/leg/year and go on to the next one; if the problem
was detected in subroutine FIND, it will abort the entire program.
8. II Too many flights of vehicle VVV on leg LLL. Outgrew TW matrix. II
Means that the dimension of matrix TW was exceeded. Program will dis-
continue the current vehicle, leg and year and go on to the next. To solve
this problem, increase the dimension of TW and also the value of variable
MAXF, which contains the dimension of TW.
9. "ASINER found container named CCC has inadequate capacity. II Means
capacity was found to be zero or negative. Since the input routine RDCONT also
checks for this, this message indicates that the data were destroyed somehow
and that a programming error exists somewhere. Program will abort
immediately.
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10. "Too many containers requisitioned by ASINER for vehicle VVV on
leg LLL. Limit is MMM." Outgrew CR list. Indicates that dimension of
CR array was exceeded. Program will abort immediately. A possible
solution is to increase the dimension of CR and the value of variable MAXC.
One should also carefully examine the input data, since this problem could
arise from an input error such as a container with a ridiculously small
capacity or an astronomical amount of bulk material to be shipped.
11. "Cargo ASINER is apparently in an infinite loop, having made con-
secutive unsuccessful calls to subroutine FIND." Means that the cargo items
remaining unassigned do not match the records, so that ASINER is searching
for something that does not exist. Caused by some internal programming error.
Program will dump all of core, then abort immediately.







This variable (now set to 20%) when applied to a bulk
container's capacity indicates the minimum load in
pounds which may be shipped in a bulk container. This
restriction does not apply if the total remaining amount
of bulk cargo of this kind is itself less than this limit.
This policy is designed to avoid requisitioning a weighty
bulk container for an almost-full vehicle to carry small
amounts of bulk unless only a small amount is left.
Amount of container capacity remaining unused. The
container may be either a bulk container or a crew capsule
with extra space. This quantity does not depend on direction.
Total amount of bulk cargo still unassigned in direction I
(I = 1,2) for container type J (J = I, ..• , NCONT), mode
3 cargo.






Array giving list of containers requisitioned, both
bulk and crew. CR(I) contains a packed word giving
information on a single container, I = 1,2, ... , NCR.
Bits 0-17 (l8bits) - Index in container table
pointing to data for this
container type.
Bits 18-26 (9 bits) - Up flight number.
Bits 27-35 (9 bits) - Down flight number.
Bulk containers are as signed to carry bulk cargo in only
one direction. To find which items are stored in container
I, check bits 26- 32 of the items in the FLTA matrix to
find those whose container index is 1.
The round trip for a bulk container constitutes only one
entry in CR. The same is true for crew capsules making
a round trip on the same flight. Crew capsules making a
round trip on different flights give rise to two entries; for
one entry the up-flight number is zero, for the other entry
the down-flight number is zero. In this case the capsule is
considered to be two capsules, one going up only, the other
going down only.
Global container return option.
If CONTRE = 0, empty bulk containers are returned.
If CONTRE ~ 0, containers are expended.
When unused vehicle capacity (VCAP) drops below this small
tolerance (currently 10), vehicle is considered to be filled
and next flight is started. When unused container capacity
CCAP drops below CUTOFF, current container (bulk or
crew) is considered to be full, and a new container must be













Name of cargo item (A6, A4 format).
Contains coded word "Upil or "DOWN" for error printout.
Long array containing various kinds of data, including the
vehicle input data, the cargo element descriptions, and
the cargo table processed by ASINER.
Direction of travel. I-up (away from earth), 2-down
(towards earth).
Maximum weight which vehicle can carry downwards if it
flies upwards completely empty.
Contains coded word YES or NO indicating whether current
flight is scheduled to be expended (vehicle does not return) .
.Maximum weight which vehicle can carry in expended mode
(vehicle does not return at all).
F ACTOR(I) contains the equivalent up-weight factor for this
vehicle in up direction I (I = 1) and down (I = 2).
FACTOR(l) = 1., FACTOR(2) = UPMAX/DNMAX.
If nonzero, indicates that another container has just been
as signed and is to be entered into the CR list and accounted
for in other running totals.
Matrix containing the assigned items, FLTA(I, J), I = 1,2;
J = 1,2, ••• , NASS. FLTA( 1, J) contains a packed word with
information for item J:
Bits 0-15 (16 bits) - subscript IS of this item in the
cargo table (DDB array).
IF s: IS s: IL.
Bits 16-24 (1 bit) - Flight number N to which item is
assigned. 1 s: N s: NFLT.
Bit 25 (1 bit) - Direction (O-up, I-down).
Bits 26- 32 (7 bits) - Subscript K in CR array indicating
the container in which bulk cargo












FLTA (2, J) contains the weight of item J which has been
as signed. Ii item J is bulk material, this weight may be
less than the original weight specified in the cargo table if
the item has been divided among more than one flight or
container.
FLTA shares core space with the WS matrix. As items are
assigned, they are shifted from the upper end of this space




Beginning of capture bin for this leg/ year in DDB.
End of capture bin for this leg/year in DDB.
Kind of container required by current bulk cargo or crew
item (corresponds to index in CD and TBCONT arrays).
Direction of current cargo item. See DIRECT.
Index in cargo table (DDB array) of first regular cargo item
for this vehicle/leg/year.
Index in cargo table (DDB array) of last regular cargo item
for this vehicle/leg/year.
Mode of item currently being processed. See MODE.
If nonzero upon return from subroutine FIND, indicates that
a cargo item satisfying required mode, type, direction. con-
tainer type, weight limit and volume limit was found and
assigned to current flight. If zero. no such item could be
found.
The absolute value of INDEX indicates the location in the WS
matrix where the item was stored (may now have been
replaced by another item). If INDEX < O. a bulk item was
split up and only a portion used.
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IP Scratch variable.
IRELDT The year to which all dates are relative (ie - 1970).
IRT I-bit round-trip flag in cargo table. 1£ found to be equal to 1,
cargo item must make round trip. If equal to zero, item is
traveling in only one direction, which is indicated by the ID
bit (O-up, I-down).
if multiple deployment iso. k. for this cargo








IT Type of current item. See TYPE.
ITEMS Lower index limit on unassigned items remaining in WS/VOL
matrices. Actual number of items remaining unassigned at
any instant is MAXI + 1 - ITEMS.
IX Sc ratch variable used in masking operation.
IYR Year of cargo shipment, relative to IRELDT.
J Scratch variable.
of data for this cargo element in DDB.
if some cargo is still unassigned






JERR Total number of errors discovered in program.
J 1, JL Lower and upper limits of DDB array containing data for
current vehicle.
JRT = I 1 if cargo must travel round trip on same vehicleflighto otherwise
K Scratch variable used in several senses.









Number of current leg.
Limit on total number of consecutive unsuccessful calls to
subroutine FIND before program aborts itself. U sed to
prevent infinite loops due to some undetected input error.
Deployment limit for any vehicle on this leg.
Deployment limit for this flight up (1= l) and down (1=2).
If vehicle is to be expended, LIMOCG(2) = O. Otherwise,
LIMOCC(I) = min (LIMVEH, LIMLEG).
Deployment limit for this vehicle on any leg.
Indicates whether a manned capsule has already been assigned
to this flight and in what direction.
MANNED =
o if no crew has been assigned.
1 if crew has been assigned upwards only.
2 if crew has been assigned downwards only.






Maximum number of assignments which can be listed in
FLTA matrix for current leg, vehicle and year. Items
making round trips constitute two as signments; bulk cargo
which is split up into several portions and stored in several
containers constitute several assignments.
Maximum number of requisitioned containers for a given leg.
vehicle, year.
Maximum number of flights which can be totaled in TW matrix.
Maximum number of cargo items which can be stored in WS
array at any time.
MBASE=2 if all regular cargo was assigned and last flight
is being filled from capture bin.






Set to 1 when a manned capsule is assigned with some
space for bulk cargo. Reset to zero after that space is
filled.
If nonzero, indicates that a portion of bulk cargo was
removed from the capture bin and redesignated as regular
carg9 (mode change).
Index in CD and TBCONT matrices indicating what kind of
bulk cargo is to be loaded now, if more than one kind exists.
Classification of ca.rgo items according to treatment:
MODE = ! 1 for items requiring an expendable vehicle.2 for priority items.










Packed word containing required mode, type and
direction for next assignment.
Scratch variable indicating number of cells in DDB used for
data for current vehicle.
Number of items already assigned to vehicle flights and
stored in the FLTA matrix.
Scratch variable indicating bit position for packing and
unpacking data in CR array.
Index in DDB array indicating beginning of block of data
describing the cargo elements.
Number of consecutive unsuccessful calls to subroutine FIND.
Number of different kinds of containers (bulk or crew capsule)
in container table TBCONT.
Number of containers requisitioned and listed in CR array.









Number of flights scheduled for this vehicle on this leg in
this year.
Number of items of mode I remaining unassigned.
Contains coded word "no" for comparison with EXP.
Number of self- contained items loaded on this flight so far
in direction up (1= l) and down (I=2).
Number of words in each cargo element description.
Number of words of basic data in vehicle data table for
each vehicle.
Remaining vehicle volume capacity on current flight in up
direction (I = 1) and down direction (I = 2).
Container data table.
TBCONT(I. J). I = 1, ••• ,8; J = 1, •••• NCONT







Word 8 = \
Name (A6, A4 format).
Capacity (lbs).
Container empty weight (lbe).
1 for crew capsules,
2 for bulk containers,
4 for propellant tanks.
Volume factor.
Used in CNTRPT
o to return empty bulk containers,
1 to expend containers.
TBLEG
TBVEH
Leg data table. See full description in Appendix B.









Temporary variable containing remaining unused con-
tainer capacity.
Total amount of whichever kind of bulk cargo remains in
smallest supply in the same direction as the manned
capsule to be filled. U sed to determine which kind of bulk
to load.
Cutoff value to determine when certain quantities have been
exhausted. Currently set to 0.99.
remporary variable for remaining vehicle capacity.
TW(I, J) gives the total weight to be carried by the vehicle
on flight number J (l s; J s; NFLT) in direction I (I-up, 2-down)
Classification of cargo items by storage requirements:
TYPE =
1 for crews which require a crew capsule.
2 for bulk cargo requiring a container for
shipment.









Maximum weight which vehicle can carry upwards, assuming
vehicle returns empty.
Amount of vehicle carrying capacity remaining unused,
expressed as equivalent up-weight.
Set to 1.0 when entire vehicle capacity is full for this flight.
Volume of unassigned cargo item I (ITEMS s; I s; MAXI).
This array accompanies matrix WS and is indexed the same.
Maximum volume capacity of current vehicle.
Volume factor of current cargo item.
Name of current vehicle (A6, A4 format).
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Equivalent up-weight of cargo plus its container (if any)
on a round trip.
WLEFT(I. J, K) = total weight of still-unassigned cargo of
mode I, type J, direction K.
Weight of that kind of bulk cargo which remains unassigned
in greatest quantity in either direction.
Working storage matrix containing two words for each cargo
item to be assigned in each direction in which it must travel.
WS( 1, J) contains a packed word for item J (ITEMS ~ J ~ MAXI)
with 8 pieces of information:
If zero, multiple deployment
acceptable. .
If nonzero, cargo item requires
single deployment.
Bit 6 (1 bit) - If nonzero, this item must
travel round trip on same flight.
If zero, either not round trip or
else separate flights acceptable.
Bit 7 (1 bit) - if nonzero, indicates that this
item is a requisitioned container
which has already been scheduled
and filled in the opposite direction
with bulk cargo. If zero, this
item originated in the cargo table.
Bits 8-11 (4 bits) - Index in CD matrix indicating
kind of bulk container required
(for bulk cargo or crew only).
Bits 12- 29 (18 bits) - If bit 7 is zero, this field con-
tains the subscript IS in the
cargo table where this cargo
item originated. If bit 7 is
nonzero, this field contains
the index I in the CR array
giving data on this container
as scheduled in the opposite
direction.
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Bits 34-35 (2 bits) -
Bits 30-31 (2 bits) -








Direction (I-up, 2- down).
Type (I-crew capsule, 2-bulk
cargo, 3-discrete cargo).
Mode (1 - expendable, 2-optional,
3- regular).
WS (2, J) contains the weight of the item. Array VOL(J)
contains accompanying volume and is indexed the same.
FLTA shares core space with the WS matrix. As items are
assigned, they are shifted from the upper end of this space
to the lower end. Indices are controlled so that no over-
lapping occurs.
Item weight
Maximum weight of any item to be assigned, taking into
account the unused vehicle capacity, the direction, and
container weight if it is necessary to add another container.
Weight of the lar gest unas signed cargo item found so far
which satisfies mode and other specifications.
Scratch variable.
Name of current leg (A6, A4 format).
Scratch variable.
Contains coded word "YES" for comparison with EXP.
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CNTRPT prints a summary of the number of containers of each kind
used on each leg in each year. Totals are also provided for those leaving the
earth I s surface only. This is an optional report which can be requested by
input.
All containers were added to the cargo element table in DDB by input
routine RDCRG and form a block of cargo elements with indicies I ranging from
NBCNT to NCE.
Under the present algorithm, each container used to carry cargo in one
direction is either expended or scheduled for a return trip empty (in the opposite
direction). Thus, to avoid duplication, the routine counts only containers
travelling upwards.
If container #1 has indeed been used on the current case, LEGPRO sets
TBCONT(7, I) = 1; if inactive, TBCONT(7, I) = O. For each container I with
nonzero activity the routine searches the entire cargo table. For every item
in the cargo table, CNTRPT extracts the leg number ILEG, index ICE referring
to the cargo element table, direction IDIR, and year of shipment IYR. If ICE = 1,
ILEG =current leg JLEG, and IDIR =0 (upwards), then the count of units for
year IYR, stored in array LINE, is incremented by 1. If ICE 1: I or IDIR 1: 0,
this item is ignored, and the routine proceeds to the next cargo item. If ILEG
ILEG 1: JLEG, then all cargo items for current leg JLEG have been processed.
If the total in LINE(3) is greater than zero, indicating that at least one container
of type I has been shipped on this leg, the leg name and yearly totals are printed.
If in addition this leg or iginates at earth I s surface (as indicated by the fact that
the name of the next lower leg is "NONE"), leg JLEG is set to the next leg
ILEG, the array LINE is zeroed, and the name of the next leg is inserted into
the first two words of LINE. Processing continues in this manner until the
location L in the cargo table DDB exceeds its upper limit NLDDB, which com-
pletes the work for container 1. Now container I + 1 is processed similarly.
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In order to permit costing of containers, DORCA employs a device
which uses the facility costing algorithm. If the user wishes cost reports on
one or more containers, he should input to the facility table dummy facilities
whose names are the same as the containers to be costed. The program
recognizes this situation. In the cargo element table subroutine RDCRG sets
a nonzero pointer (which points to the dummy entry in the facilities table) for
each such container, whereas the pointer is zero for containers not to be costed.
CNTRPT checks this pointer, called NDEX. If NDEX ~ 0, CNTRPT generates
entries in the facility acquisition table (IFA) for the number of containers acquired
in each year. The program/mission are automatically taken to be OVERHEAD/
CONTAINERS (program # 1, mission #2). The packed word IFAWD is used to
generate the IFA entries, in the prescribed format. The decimal number 66
packed into the first 12 bits represents the program and mission numbers
(6 bits each). Since only 6 bits are allocated for the number of units acquired,
CNTRPT must make separate entries for each group of 63 containers in a given
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COLECT is called by LEGPRO to shorten the NFT BL table. It is
called after a call is made to TRAFIC or when such a call might be made.
The call is also made when the NFTBL table is in danger of overflowing
subject to the restrictions: 1) the leg being processed must be the terminal
leg of a chain (next leg is NONE) or 2) the CALVEH flag is zero. Otherwise
an error message is printed and the flights for that leg are not entered into the
table.
COLECT splits the NFTBL table into a two-dimensional array, MTT.
MTT (I, J) is partially flights of reusable vehicles and partially flights of
expended vehicles. I is the vehicle number; J is the relative year number;





CSTRPT prints the cost reports for facilities acquisitions and vehicle
production, development and operations in each year. This is an optional
report which may be requested by input of a REPORT COST card to the report
table. If the short cost report has been requested, only total costs and
program costs are printed; otherwise, costs are itemized for each vehicle,
facility and mission. CSTRPT is called by subroutine REPORT.
Costs are accumulated and totalled in 6 arrays (COST1, COST2, COST3,
COST4, COSTS, COST6) which are equivalenced to consecutive portions of the
scratch array DVTT. Each array consists of 33 words, the first two being a
cost name; the third the total cost for all years; and the remaining words, the
total costs for each year from 1970-1999. Array VDATA, also 33 cells, has
the same format except that the entries are annual counts or numb~rs of units
rather than costs. Array LINE is the same as VDATA and equivalent to it in
core except that counts are sometimes in floating point and sometimes in in-
teger format.
CSTRPT is executed twice. On the first pass (JFLAG = 1), costs are
computed but not printed. At the end of the first pass, the routine examines
the total cost array COST6 to find the first year and last year in which the
total cost is nonzero. Costs will be printed only for the years between these
two limits (inclusive). Printing takes place on the second pass (JFLAG = 0).
VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT AND PHODUCTION COSTS
The first section of the routine computes and prints the vehicle pro-
duction and development costs. First, array LINE is set to contain the years
1970-1999 (last two digits only), to be used for printing. Then, for each
vehicle, CSTRPT
1. Determines how many units of that vehicle were acquired in each year,
the information being stored in array LINE;
2. Converts the unit counts from integer to floating point by transferring
the data from LINE to VDATA;
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3. Extracts from the vehicle table the parameters necessary to find the
values of development and production costs for this vehicle and the
pointer s to the spreading functions to be us ed;
4. Calls SPDAP to compute the spread development costs for each year in
array COSTI and spread production costs in array COST2; Sums both
cost types in array COST3 and also accumulates total costs for all
vehicles in array COST6;
5. Calls subroutine DPAGER to print the costs for 1970-1984 and save
these for 1985-1999 on tape. When all vehicles are finished, DPAGER
is called again to print the 1985-1999 costs.
FACILITY ACQUISITION COSTS
The next section of the code generates the IFAC array. Each
facility mentioned in the facility acquisition table (IFA) generates a 3-word
entry i.n the IFAC array:
Word 1 - index (NCEP) of this facility in the cargo element table;
Word 2 - year (NYR) that the facility was first used;
Word 3 - program/mission (NPM) which first used the facility (development
costs will be charged to this program/mission);
The facility acquisition cost report is generated in the long DO-loop which
constitutes the third block of code during the branch LX = 1 (LX =2 is for the
vehicle operations cost report). Most of this DO-loop is executed for both
branches, with two exceptions:
1. Facility procurement costs only (LX = 1): block of code between
statement #370 and # 480.




At the beginning of the loop, the code creates and prints the
proper headings and dates, zeroes out the cost arrays, and initializes
some key variables. IFLG is a print and flow control flag which
assumes the value 3, 2 or 1 depending on whether the routine is about to proc-
ess a new program, same program but new mission, or same program and
mission but new vehicle. IFLG is initially set to 3 and altered by subroutine
VEHLDF as it proce.sses parts of the cargo table. NV is not used for
facilities. NB is the location of the beginning of a block of cargo items in the
phase II cargo table for the current program, mission and vehicle, while NL
will later denote the end location of the block. NB is set here to the beginning
of the cargo table. CSTRPT uses the cargo table mainly because it is already
sorted by program and mission numbers, as are the IVA, IFA and IFAC tables,
cutting down on the amount of searching required.
At statement #230, the program number IPRO from the current cargo
item block is extracted. Accumulated costs from the previous mission and
program, if any, are printed by subroutine DPAGER and added into the array
COST6 containing total costs for all programs. At statement #260, the mission
number IMIS for the cargo block is extracted, and costs for the last mission,
if any, are printed. Later on, this point will be returned to whenever the
mission number but not the program number changes. IPM is computed as a
packed word indicating combined program and mission numbers, 6 bits each,
used later for comparison. At statement #280 the vehicle number IVEH is
extracted (but not used for facilities costs) following which a branch on IFLG
determines whether new program or mission names must be printed. CSTRPT
interrogates IFLAG (6), pres et in RDRPT to 1 or 2 to indicate a long or short
cost report; if a short report is desired, costs are itemized by program only,
not by individual mis sions.
Statement #340 calls subroutine VEHLDF, which computes load factors
for this program/mission/vehicle, changes IFLG, and sets the variable NL
pointing to the end of the current cargo block in DDB (compare with variable
NB). The load factors are not of interest for facility costs, but the new value
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of IFLG and NL are. For the facilities report, the routine is also not
interested in individual vehicles, just in programs and missions; thus, if
IFLG = 1, the routine merely resets NB to the beginning of the next cargo
block and cycles back to VEHLDF (provided the cargo table has not been
completely examined).
As soon as the program or mission number changes in the cargo table,
the test following statement #340 routes the computations to statement #370,
where the facilities costs are computed. Statement #370 initializes JF, which
points to the current position in the facility acquisition table IFA, which has
been presorted by program, year, and facility index.
At #380, subroutine FACNUM is called to compute a:nd store in array
LINE the number of units acquired in each year for that program, mission,
and facility which belong to the block of entries starting at position JF in IFA.
JF is then reset by FACNUM to the beginning of the block of entries for the
next program/mission/facility combination stored in IFA. Upon return from
FACNUM, CSTRPT determines whether the program/mission combination
NPM for the data in array LINE is the same as the desired combination IPM.
If not, the program just recycles back through FACNUM until the facility ac-
quisition table is exhausted (JF > NIFA) or data for the current program/
mission is found.
When the data is found, the routine extracts the cargo element index N
for this facility, the beginning location ICE of data in the cargo element table,
the facility index IFAT, and the beginning location M of data in the facility
table. The DO-loop ending at statement # 400 examines the IFAC table to see
if this program/mission was the first to purchase this facility; if so, this
program/mission is charged for the facility development costs. Subroutine
SPDAP is called to compute the costs for each year according to the develop-
ment spread function for this facility. DPAGER prints the data. The program/
mission number for this entry in the IFAC table is zeroed out so that the
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routine will skip this entry on all subsequent passes. Following statement
#450, SPDAP is called again to compute recurring production costs for each
year for this facility, program and mission, based on the production spread
function and on the count of units purchased in each year, which is still in
array LINE. Again, DPAGER prints the costs. The routine now cycles
back to statement #380 for the next program/mission/facility.
From statement #490 to # 540, CSTRPT merely accumulates and prints
totals and grand totals. At the very end, DPAGER is called with the code word
"COpy" to print the costs for 1985 -1999 (see DPAGER writeup).
VEHICLE OPERATIONS COSTS
This report is obtained during the DO-loop branch LX = 2. The proce-
dure for printing and working through the cargo table is the same as that for
the facility cost report. The actual costs are computed in a small set of 6
FORTRAN statements ending at #350.
At statement # 340, VEHLDF computes and stores in VDATA the sums of
load factors for the current program/mission/vehicle in each year. Each sum
actually represents some number of whole round-trip flights plus a fraction of
a flight for a given year. Hence the operations costs for this year will be com-
puted in SPDAP by multiplying the number of flights by the operations costs for
one flight. Variable NY, extracted from TBVEH, is set to the beginning of data
for vehicle #IVEH in the DDB array. NV + 13 is the location of operations
costs for this vehicle. Since operations costs are to be paid in the year in-
curred with no spreading, SPDAP is called with the value zero passed as the
spread function as a signal indicating no spreading.
PAGE FORMATS.
The last block of code is executed on the first pass through CSTRPT.
The page formats are determined. If KFLAG = 1 (obtained from IFLAG( 11)
which is set via input), the page size will be 8 1/2 x 14. NWPL is the number
of costs per line of print - either 8 (for 8 1/2 x 11 pages) or 12 (for 8 1/2 14
pages); i. e., NWPL is the number of years covered by each page.
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NFW and NLW are the indexes in array COST6 corresponding to the
first and last years in which total costs are non-zero. Only these years, a
span of NTW years, will be printed. Based on NTW and NWPL, the routine
determines how many pages (NR) will be necessary to print costs for all
NTW years. NR s; 4. MWPL is the number of words per line on the last
page, if it is not full; MWPL s; NWPL.
During the second pass through CSTRPT (JFLAG = 0), costs for each
group of NWPL years are written on separate scratch tapes and ultimately
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DDBSFT is part of the code that enables the user to interrupt the
input of mission data at any times in order to input more facility and/or
cargo element data.
The facility table,cargo element table, and Level I cargo table (mission
data) are contiguous in array DDB. Thus, to add new facility data once the
program has finished defining the location of the cargo element table and the
beginning of the Level I cargo table, the program must shift the cargo element
and mission data to provide space for the new insertion. Similarly, DORCA
must shift the mission data to insert new cargo element data.
To handle this problem, DORCA initially provides enough empty space
at the end of the facility and cargo element tables to insert 10 new facilities
NOSF cells and 10 new cargo elements (NOSF cells). DDBSFT is called
from RDMISS whenever a facility or cargo element is to be inserted. DDBSFT
checks the space left at the end of the facility table (MOSF cells) and the
cargo element (MOSC cells). If either is zero, the rest.of the DDB array
is shifted enough to add 10 new entries. Pointers to the beginning and end
of the cargo elem~nt table (NBCE and NLCE) and Level I cargo table (NBMISS
and NLMISS) are adjusted as necessary when a shift is made.
DDBSFT is also called from LEGPRO to add certain program-created
items to the cargo element table: boxes representing ground- based, non-
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DORCA is the main routine which controls the overall program flow.
DORCA initializes certain variables and then zeroes out the DDB array
between subscripts NBMISS and LOWCOR. LOWCOR is set to the last cell of
DDB. After subroutine RDMISS is called, NBMISS indicates the beginning of
mission data in DDB, but prior to the first case, NBMISS = 1, so that the entire
DDB array is set to zero. On the second and subsequent cases, NBMISS will
contain some value substantially greater than 1, so that the zeroing process
leaves intact all input data (spread functions, vehicles, facilities, costs and
cargo elements) which are stored in DDB preceding the mission data.
DORCA next calls the input processer INPRO, the leg processer LEGPRO
and the report generator REPORT. After the case is fi~ished, DOReA prints
the case number, the number of fatal input errors, the number of items in the
phase I and II ca,rgo tables, and the "gap" or number of unused cells in DDB
between the phase I and II cargo tables. Control then passes to the code which



































DPAGER is called by CSTRPT to help format and print the various
cost reports.
The format is arranged so that each page of printout contains costs
for a span of NWPL years (NWPL = 8 or 12) and NR pages are required to
print costs for all the years (1 s; NR s; 4). The variables NWPL and NR are
computed by CSTRPT, which chooses the time span so that any years at the
beginning and/or end of the study period 1970-99 in which no costs are
incurred are omitted from the printout.
Costs are forwarded to DPAGER in array LINE of 33 cells. The
first two words of LINE are the cost name, word 3 is the total cost for all
years, and the remaining 30 words are the annual costs for each of the 30
years from 1970- 99. Variables NFW and NLW are indices referring to
array LINE and corresponding to the first and last years of nonzero costs.
The printing process consists of a storage phase followed by a copy
phase.
Storage phase. DPAGER writes the cost name [LINE(I-2)] plus the
first group of NWPL costs (starting at index NFW) onto scratch tape # 1; the
cost name plus the next NWPL costs onto scratch tape 2; the cost name plus
the next NWPL costs onto tape 3 if necessary; and the cost name plus the
last NWPL costs onto tape 4 if necessary. This action does ~t take place
if any of the following conditions are true:
JFLAG = 1 (indicates CSTRPT is in its first pass and no printing
is required at this time).
LINE(3) = 0 (indicates that no costs were incurred in any year
for this cost name).
LINE(l) = "COPY" (indicates the copy phase is required, not the
storage phase).
In addition, the routine must check the value of IFLAG(6), according
to the following table:
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IFLAG(6) =
for no cost report
for the standard (long) cost report
for the short cost report.
DPAGER is not called if IFLAG(6) = O. If the short report was requested
DPAGER prints and saves only when the cost name is one of the three key
words "TOTAL", "GRAND TOTAL", or "PROGRAM".
Copy phase. If the cost name in LINE(l) is found to be the key word
I
"COPY", it is taken as a signal to print the cost data saved on previous
entries to DPAGER since the last copy operation. The key word "COpy"
is written onto each of the NR scratch tapes being used and the tapes are
rewound. Data is copied from tape # 1 onto the print file, using as many
pages as necessary, until the key word "COpy" is encountered again. Next,
data is transferred from tape 2 to the print file, then from tapes 3 and 4 if





Are total costs Yes
= 0 for all years?
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FACNUM counts the number of units of a given facility to be acquired in
each year for a specified program and mission.
FACNUM is called by subroutines FACRPT and CSTRPT with two argu-
ments: an array A of 33 cells to be filled with the yearly totals, and an index
JF which is a pointer to the facilities acquisition table IFA. The facilities ac-
quisition table, which is described in section III. B. 4, has been presorted so
that entries are in numerical order and all entries referring to the same pro-
gram, mission and cargo element~, facility) are contiguous.
The pointer JF is preset in FACRPT and CSTRPT to the first entry in
IFA for the program, mission and cargo element currently being processed by
FACRPT. From this first entry, IFA(JF), the routine extracts the program/
mission/ cargo element code of 24 bits and stores it in variable NPMCEL.
Also from this first entry the routine finds the index N of this facility in the
cargo element table, from N it computes the pointer ICE to the exact cell in
DDB which it needs, and from ICE it computes another pointer M to the facility
table in DDB. DDB(M) and DDB(M + 1) contain the facility name, which are
now transferred to array A (initially zero).
Now, repeatedly incrementing JF by 1, the routine searches through the
acquisition table IFA. FACNUM extracts the program/mis sion/ cargo element
code NPMCE from each entry and compares it with the desired code in
NPMCEL. If the two quantities match, then the year (relative to a starting
date) and count are extracted and the count is added to the appropriate cell of












Total for all years
Total units acquired in year 1
Total units acquired in year 2
Total units acquired in year 3
etc.
The first time NPMCE -F NPMCEL, the search is terminated. JF is
left at this value, which will be the first entry for the next program/mission/
cargo element. The sum of all units acquired in all years is now entered in
A (3). NPMCEL is reset to the new code still residing in NPMCE, ready for
the next call to F ACNUM.
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FACRPT produces the facility schedule report if it has been requested by
input. The facility acquisition schedule lists the total units of a given facility
acquired in each year, listed by program and mission.
FACRPT is a very simple routine which is called by subroutine REPORT.
FACRPT call subroutine FACNUM to process small portions of the facility ac-
quisition table IFA (see section III. B. 4) and store the totals in array A.
FACRPT prints the totals from array A, changing the program heading or
mission subheading whenever a change occurs in the program number NP or
mission number NM in any entry in the IFA table.
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FIND is called by ASINER to search the list of remaining unassigned
cargo items (WS matrix) for one satisfying the specified MODE, TYPE,
DIRECTION, maximum weight, volume and round-trip requirements, and
deployment limi.ts. If the type is bulk, the kind must also match the kind
specified by ASINER.
If more than one item satisfies all requirements, the largest on~ is
chosen. If this assignment implies adding a new crew capsule or bulk con-
tainer, then the combined weight of cargo item and container must not exceed
the specified weight limit (computed in terms of equivalent up-weight). If
the type is bulk and no item smaller than the weight limit exists, the program
will choose a larger one satisfying all other requirements and assign only
that portion which will fit, leaving the remainder as an entry in the unassigned
cargo list.
The success or failure of the search is indicated upon return from
FIND by the common variable INDEX. If the search was a failure, INDEX =O.
If the search was successful, INDEX will be set to a positive integer, which
represents the subscript in the WS array where the item was found. If the
search is successful in that a bulk item was split up, INDEX will be set to the
negative value of the subscript of the item in WS. The zero or nonzero state
of INDEX is used as a signal to ASINER that the search was or was not
successful, and the positive or negative state is used subsequently by FIND.
The weight limit WTLIM not to be exceeded is first taken as VCAP, re-
maining vehicle capacity. If the direction specified is down, WTLIM is divided
by the factor UPMAX/DNMAX, which reduces WTLIM. If the assignment
implies adding a new bulk container, the capacity TCAP and empty weight CW
of that kind of container must be considered. The true upper limit WTLIM of
the cargo weight which can be as signed at this point on this flight is given by
WTLIM:;: MIN (WTLIM - CW, TCAP J
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Once WTLIM is determined, the routine examines each item
remaining unassigned in the WS list. Acceptable candidates must satisfy
the following requirements.
(a) Move, type, direction equal to those specified.
(b) Weight limits
For crews, weight W + capsule weight ~ WTLIM.
For discrete items, W ~ WTLIM.
For bulk, no limit sinc,e it can be subdivided.
(c) For bulk, container index ICT must match the required index MCT.
(d) Volume limits
The volume of the item (if discrete) or its capsule/ container
(if crew or bulk) must not exceed remaining vehicle volume
RVOL in this direction.
(e) Deployment limits. If this item requires single deployment, the
number of items previously assigned to this flight in this direction
must be zero.
(f) Round-trip requirements. If item must travel round trip on this
flight, weight, volume, and deployment limits must be satisfied in
opposite direction also.
Of all acceptable candidates, the heaviest one will be chosen for assignment.
If the search is successful, the actual assignment procedure consists of
several steps:
1. If the assignment implied adding a new container, FIND must
(a) Reset container capacity CCAP.
(b) Create an entry for this container in the CR array
(container requisition list).
(c) Subtract container empty weight (effective up weight) from
remaining vehicle capacity VCAP.
(d) Add the container weight to matrix TW, which specifies the
total weight for each flight in each direction.
(e) If space permits, schedule round trip of the container on
this flight; otherwise, create a new entry in the WS (unassigned
cargo) matrix for the shipment of the container as an empty
discrete item in the opposite direction on a later flight, and add
the container weight to the WLEFT matrix. However, if input
requires this container to be expended, do neither.
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2. If the item represents the return trip of a requisitioned container,
(a) Insert the flight number into the e~try for this container in
the CR list.
(b) Go to step 4.
3. If the item is not a returning requisitioned container,
(a) Increment NASS (total number of assignments) by one.
(b) Create the packed word format as described in subroutine
ASINER and store it into matrix FLTA.
(c) Go to step 4.
4. Adjust running sums and variables.
(a) If INDEX < 0 (indicating a subdivided bulk item), subtract
the assigned weight from the item weight and leave the item
in the WS array.
(b) If INDEX> 0 (indicating an item fully assigned), delete it
from WS and replace it by the last item in WS. Change
ITEMS by one. Decrement NMODE (MODE) by one.
(c) If this is a discrete item or if a new crew capsule or bulk
container was added (FLAG = I), add one to NOCC (direct),
which is the count of cargo items assigned to this flight in
this direction.
(d) If item is crew, set MANNED flag to indicate direction(s) in
'which crew is travelling.
(e) Subtract equivalent up weight of this item from VCAP.
(f) Add actual weight of item to TW matrix.
(g) If this is bulk cargo (TYPE =2), subtract the assigned weight
from the CD or CD2 matrix and from CCAP (remaining
container / capsule capacity).
(h) 'If this item is a portion of bulk cargo from the capture bin,
set the "mode change" flag MCHG and redefine the remainder
,as regular (MODE =3) instead of optional (MODE:;: 2) cargo.
(i) Subtract the weight of this item from the total weight still
unassigned for this mode, type and direction, in the WLEFT
matrix.
(j) Subtract from RVOL (DIRECT) the volume of thhl aSlilignment.
(k) Adjust variables as necessary for itemi making round trips
on this flight. .
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To avoid infinite loops in the assignment process due to some
unforeseen problem, a counter (NCALL) keeps track of the number of
consecutive unsuccessful calls to subroutine FIND. Each time FIND exits
with INDEX = 0, NCALL is incremented by 1; if it exceeds its maximum
limit LIMCAL (currently 100), the program aborts with an error message and
core dump. Each time FIND is successful in its search (INDEX f. 0) NCALL
is reset to zero.
For additional information, including a complete explanation of all
coding variables and error printouts, see the writeup for subroutine ASINER.
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FINDSP determines a pointer to 'the spread table corresponding to a
given spread function name.
FINDSP has two arguments: NAME, which is a 2-celled array contain-
ing the name of a spread function in (A6, A4) format upon entry; and IPT,
which is to be set to the starting location of data for that spread function in the
.
DDB array. Despite the fact that IPT has an integer name, its contents are in
floating point. If no entry in the spread table TBSPD matches the contents of
NAME, an error message is printed and IPT is set to 1.
FINDSP is called by input routines RDVEH and RDFAC•
• 60.
r------l
I FINDSP tL -I
Start
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Set Default
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INPRO controls the overall flow of processing input cards.
Actually reading of cards is done by subroutine READER. The first call
to READER is from INPRO; all subsequent calls are from the individual input
routines. Whenever a card is encountered in which field 1 (columns 1-10)
contain the words "TABLE". "PROGRAM", "REPORT" or "$DONE" control
is returned to INPRO to call the appropriate subroutine to process' the cards.
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LEGPRO directs the shipping of cargo so as to satisfy all input mission
requirements. The basic task is to schedule all of the cargo specified by input
in each year on all of the legs it must travel. The scheduling procedure itself
generates additional cargo which must also be scheduled properly: vehicles,
propellant used by the carrying vehicles, bulk containers, crew capsules, and
boxes for non-longshoring, propellant off-loading, and ground- based satellites.
;..
The cargo specified by input is contained in the phase -I (or level Ircargo
table, stored in the dynamic data block DDB between the limits of NBMISS and
NLMISS in the format described in Appendix B. Each entry represents a
single item to be shipped in a single year; multiple entries are created for
items of multiplicity greater than one. Each entry represents the cargo item
only on its highest leg; shipment of cargo items on all lower legs is accom-
plished during the processing by modifying the existing entries in the cargo
table (not by creating additional ones for lower legs). Additional entries are
made to the phase I cargo table to provide containers " vehicles, boxes and
propellant tanks when and where needed and to schedule their shipment on lower legs
The actual assignment of individual cargo items is handled by subroutine
ASINER. The function of LEGPRO is to organize the input to ASINER and to
store on tape the output in the phase II (or level III) cargo table, whose format
is described in Appendix B. Each entry in the phase II cargo table represents
a scheduled cargo item on a given leg and vehicle in a given year. The item may
be one specified by mission input (including a whole or fractional portion of a
bulk cargo item), a container requisitioned by ASINER, a vehicle acquired by
TRAFIC, a propellant tank requisitioned by LEGPRO to fuel the carrying vehicles,
or an off-loaded vehicle. Separate entries are made for each leg on which each
item must travel. Thus, we may consider that the phase I cargo table represents
only a basic worksheet while the phase II cargo table represents the complete
cargo manifest in all details, and that the function of LEGPRO is to process the
phase I table into the phase II table.
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Subfoutine ASINER is called to .schedule all cargo items in a given leg/
year /vehi~le. This means determining the ri~mber of flights needed by that
vehicle and assigning every item to one of the flights in the proper direction(s).
Bulk cargo items are subdivided as necessary to fill up small spaces, and
. ,
bulk containers are requisitioned as necessary. ASINER assumes that all
cargo items for the specified leg/year /vehicle form a contiguolis block in DDB
between the limits of IF and IL. Initially, the phase I cargo table is sorted by
leg and, within each leg, by year and vehicle. After each group of cargo items
is selected by LEGPRO and processed by ASINER, the containers requisitioned
by ASINER and enough propellant tanks to fuel the flights scheduled are added
by LEGPRO to the end of the phase I cargo table for scheduling on lower legs.
The algor'ithm is arranged to process all years and all vehicles for a single
leg before going on to the next leg. After all legs originating from a common
lower leg are processed, however, the extra propellant tanks and bulk containers
added to the phase I cargo table plus cargo corning from or going to higher legs
but not connected with the previous common lower leg require LEGPRO to sort
the cargo table again so that all items for each leg/ year /vehicle form a co~tig­
uous block.
The phase II cargo table contains most of the same information as the
phase I cargo table, rearranged for easier post-processing, plus three addi-
tional pieces of information:
1. The flight number, since normally more than one flight will be necessary
to carryall cargo for the given leg/vehicle/year;
2. The load factor, which is a weighted ratio indicating what proportion of
the total weight carried by this flight (up and down) represents each cargo 'item
(see Appendix B for the equation defining load factor); and
3. The bulk load factor, which is useful only for bulk cargo items that hatre
been subdivided. This is the ratio of the weight of this portion of the cargo
item to its original undivided weight in the cargo element table. For indivisible
items such as crews and discretes, the bulk load factor is identically 1. This
factor is the only indicator of subdivided bulk cargo.
The phase II data is stored on tape # L2WOT in logical records of 510
words (170 cargo items).
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Capture bin
Some cargo, which we call "a priori" cargo, has been designated to fly
on a specific vehicle for a given leg and year. On the other hand, "capture"
cargo is cargo which is permitted to fly on any vehicle flight which has leftover
space which cannot be filled by any regular cargo because of weight, volume, or
other constraints.
The procedure is to call ASINER with a list of a priori cargo which must
be assigned to ,a specified vehicle, plus a list of cargo (if any e~ists) which is
available for capture by vehicle on that leg/year. ASINER may assign some,
all or none of the capture cargo to flights of the specified vehicle (see writeup
on ASINER). Any capture cargo thus assigned is removed from the capture list,
and the rest of that list is given to ASINER along with the list ,of a priori cargo
for the next vehicle on that leg / year.
After all a priori cargo for all vehicles on that" leg/year has been assigned,
some capture cargo may remain unassigned. In this case, the vehicle preference '
list is used. LEGPRO selects the heaviest remaining capture cargo item and
then runs down the vehicle preference until it finds the first vehicle capable of
carrying that cargo with a normal (non-expended) return flight; if no vehicle is
capable, then LEGPRO selects the first vehicle which can carry the item in
expended mode. This heaviest cargo is then redesignatecl,'as a priori cargo for
the selected vehicle. ASINER then is called with an a priori list of one item and
the remainder of the capture list. Hopefully, ASINER will manage to assign some
more capture cargo as well as the newly designated a priori cargo. This pro-
cedure - selecting the heaviest remaining capture cargo and selecting the first
vehicle on the vehicle preference list capable of carrying it - is repeated until
the capture list for this leg/year is exhausted.
Propellant requirements (spac~-based mode)
The flights scheduled by ASINER mean that sufficient propellant must be
available at the lower terminus of the leg. In the space- based mode, for each
individual flight, knowing the total payload up and dow~ weights carried, LEGPRO
determines the amount of propellant required. If propellant off-loading is not
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permitted, each vehicle is fueled to its maximum (specifie4 in input). If
off-loading' is permitted, LEGPRO calls PROPCL to compute PROPWT, the
actual propellant required for the flight, and PROPOL, the amount off-loaded
in the first or lowest stage (all upper stages being filled fo fuel capacity).
PROPWT is accumulated in ar ray TPROPW, which contains the total propellant
required for all flights of each vehicle on the current leg/year.
LEGPRO now adds to the level I cargo table all the full fuel tanks
necessary for all flights of that vehicle on that leg/year; these tanks will become
part of the cargo on ~he next lower leg. In addition, in the case of off-loading,
LEGPRO must create a new cargo element with the proper weights and volume
corresponding to the first stage of the vehicle plus its off-loaded propellant, to
be treated as a unit.
No propellant tanks are shipped in ground- based mode.
Vehicle calculations
If the automatic vehicle delivery calculation option has been exercised
through input, DORCA II will determine how many vehicles of each type must
be acquired in addition'to those input to fulfill the flights scheduled. This work
is performed by subroutine TRAFIC, the call to which is disguised as a call
to SEG22. TRAFIC adds these extra acquired vehicles to the vehicle 'acquisition
table and to the Level I cargo table on the next lower leg. Before calling
SEG22/TRAFIC, LEGPRO pre-packs the words VEHI and VEH2 with certain
information needed to generate entries in the phase I cargo table. Other
information provided for TRAFIC by LEGPRO is the flight table array NFTBL.
For each call to ASINER, one entry is added to 'NFTBL. Each entry is a
packed word containing four pieces of information: vehicle index, year, number
of flights on current leg, and how many of those flights were expended. Sub-
routine COLECT collects all entries with identical vehicle index and year,
adding up the flights and expended vehicle s, into one entry.
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Longsho~ing and Ground- based Operations
If longshoring is permitted at leg nodes, the cargo shipped in containers
on one leg can be taken apart and distributed differently. If longshoring is not
permitted, then a container or crew capsule plus its contents as prescribed by
ASINER on the highest leg must be treated as a discrete, indivisible unit on
lower legs. This involves creating a new coupled cargo item in the cargo
element table, a discrete item of volume equal to container volume "dnd upl down
weight equal to the container weight plus the weights of all parcels inside. A
new Level I cargo table entry is created for lower legs; it refers to this new
cargo element.
If the ground base option is selected, DORCA II tries to mate the vehicle
payload to the vehicle upper stage and treat the combination as a new discrete
coupled item. Here also a new entry is created in the cargo element table to
represent the upper stage + payload in weight and volume. A new entry in the
Level I cargo table refers to this new element. If the combination cannot fit
on the vehicles in either or both directions, then LEG PRO will tear it apart
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This subroutine is concerned with the storage of the large Level II
cargo tables on an external file (tape or disk). The data is stored in logical
records of 510 words (except for the last record, which may have less than
510).
L2WO is called from LEGPRO every time a logical record has been
formed and is ready to be transferred to "tape" L2WOT.. After writing out
the data, L2WO sets to zero the number (ICNT) of Level II cargo items still
in core and resets the lower and upper limits (NBDDB and NLDDB) of the





Given a matrix of NC columns and NR rows which is stored out of
core on a tape or disk file':<, MERGE rearranges the columns so that the
elements in row K are in ascending order. An option allows the sort to be
either algebraic or alphanumeric. MERGE is used. to sort the phase I and II
cargo tables.
USAGE
The matrix must be stored at the beginning of FORTRAN logical tape*
number NTAPE in binary format, by columns in logical records containing
about 510 words. The exact number of columns per logical record (NCPR)
is required to be the largest integer not exceeding [510!NR]. If NR is not
an exact factor of 510, each full logical record will contain slightly fewer
than 510 words. The last logical record should contain only the remaining
columns of the matrix and thus will probably contain fewer than NCPR
columns. For example, if NR =3 and NC =200, then record 1 contains
170 columns (510 words), and record 2 contains 30 columns (90 words). At
the conclusion of MERGE, the sorted matrix is replaced on tape NTAPE in
exactly the same format.
Under the sort, the columns are rearranged so that elements in row K
'"
are in increasing order, eith.er algebraically or alphanumerically, upon
option. In the algebraic mode, negative numbers are considered to be less
than positive numbers. In the alphanumeric mode, the sign bit is considered
to be an overflow from the highest order position; thus, all negative numbers
are considered greater than positive ones and are positioned after them at
the end of the matrix. This sort option is selected by setting the variable
MODE as follows:
COMMON !SRTMOD! MODE
where MODE = 0 for alphanumeric sort, MODE f 0 for algebraic sort.
':<In this writeup the word "tape" means either an actual magnetic tape
or a disk file.
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The calling sequence for MERGE is
CALL MERGE (NTAPE, NC, NR, KELT, MBUFF,
FILE, NFILE)
where NTAPE is the logical number of the tape on which matrix is stored.
NC is the number of columns in the matrix.
NR is the number of rows in the matrix.
KELT is the row number on which columns are sorted.
MBUFF is a temporary 510-word buffer to hold merged data.
FILE is a matrix of dimension 510 x NFILE to contain several
records of unmerged data.
NFILE is the number of 5l0-word records which can be stored in
FILE. Value is about 10 but depends on spare core which
is available to program which in turn depends on the data.
TECHNIQUES
MERGE uses three scratch tapes for intermediate storage of com-
pletely sorted partitions of the original matrix. The three tapes are used
in circular fashion in that during any stage, one is used for input, one for
output, and the third is temporarily idle but contains sorted data. The
routine is thus a series of small sort/merges:
Stage 1. Read, sort and merge first NFILE logical records from the
input tape and store on scratch tape 1.
Stage 2. Read, sort, and merge next NFILE records from input
tape and store on scratch tape 2.
Stage 3, 4,... Read and sort NFILE-l records from input tape and
merge with contents of one scratch tape onto the free scratch tape. Repeat
this stage until the input tape is nearly exhausted (NFILE- 2 or fewer records
remain), cycling the input/ output scratch tapes.
Last stage. Read and sort the remaining NFILE-2 or fewer records
from the input tape and merge with the contents of the two scratch tapes
last written. Write results onto the rewound input tape. Job is now done.
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The algorithm may be illustrated in the following table, where NFILE=lO
and an asterisk (*) denotes the data written on that stage :
Number records read Total records on scratch tape
"Stage. from input tape 1 2 3
1 10 10':< 0 0
2 10 10 10':< 0
3 9 0 10 19':<
4 9 19':< 0 19
5 9 19 28':< 0
6 9 0 28 28':'
7 9 37>:' 0 28
8 9 37 37':' 0
9 9 0 37':' 46':'
etc.
Special provisions are made in the case where the number of logical
records is small enough that stage 1 or 2 cannot be completed.
Each of the four tapes used (3 scratch tapes plus the input tape)
is assigned an index number for internal use and a corresponding
















This arrangement allows the logical numbers to be changed with a
m"inimum amount of effort if necessary to avoid conflicts with system
or other program use of those logical numbers. A 2 x 4 array TDA T
maintains two words of information for each tape - the logical number and
the amount of data (number of matrix columns) still residing on the tape.
All tape reading and writing is performed in binary mode.
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The actual sorting and merging for any stage are done in two arrays -
MBUFF and FILE. The merge buffer MBUFF is dimensioned 510 to hold
one logical record. As the matrix columns are sorted and merged, they
are added to MBUFF; when the buffer is full, it is written to the current
output tape.
Array FILE is dimensioned NFILE x 510, thus consist of NFILE stacks
each the size of a logical record. One or two of these stacks may contain
data from intermediate scratch tape(s). During the merge, as soon as all
data have been "r~moved" from one of these stacks to MBUFF, the stack may
be refilled by the next logical record on the tape, if any remain. Some or all
of the remaining stacks. are filled by logical records read from the input tape,
which are sorted together into one long stack by subroutine SORT. During the
merge, when this stack becomes exhausted it cannot be refilled from the
input tape until the next stage. The merge process consists simply in
looking at the data at the bottom of each stack, finding the one in which
element K is smallest, then pulling the column of data (NR words) out of
the stack and adding it to MBUFF. The data is not actually removed from
the stack; instead, a set of pointers is maintained in array P indicating the
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Number of columns in matrix FILE which contain
data to be merged.
Integer used for flow control in assigned GO TO.
Index variable.
Pointer to column ·of matrix FILE currently being
processed.
Number of column containing minimum element and
indicating data to be added to merge buffer MBUFF.
Index number of scratch tape containing data to be
merged.
Logical number of tapel disk file containing original
input matrix.
Index number of first scratch tape containing some data.
Index number of second scratch tape containing some
data.
Pointer to location of data element in minimum test.
Logical tape number of scratch file containing some
data.
Index variable.
Subroutine argument indicating column element on
which sort is made. Same as subroutine argument
KELT.
Length of column of matrix FILE (510 unless otherwise
changed).
Number of matrix columns to read from scratch file.
Data element which is minimum so far.
Pointer· to next position in merge buffer MBUFF to be
filled.
Number of matrix columns to be read from input tape.
Number of columns of input matrix still remaining on
input tape. Originally set to subroutine argument NC.
Number of columns of input matrix per full logical
record on input tape.
Number of records which FILE can hold.
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Number of logical records to read from input file
into FILE matrix. .
Number of rows in input matrix. Same as subroutine
argument NR.
Number of words to read from input or scratch tape
in cur rent logical :record.
Number of words in a full logical record on input file.
(About 510) .
Index of output tape for current merge.
Logical number of output tape for current merge.
Matrix containing up to NFILE logical records of
data. Each record is stored in a column of FILE
(510, 10). As merge progresses, matrix P maintains
pointers to FILE and data are removed from FILE and
added to the merge buffer MBUFF.
5l0-word array containing data merged from columns
of FILE. When full, data is written to indicated output
file.
P(I, J) contains pointers concerning column J of FILE,
J =1,' 2, •.• J 10.
Logical number of tape from which more data is
to be read when current data in column J has all
been merged into MBUFF. If zero, no more data
is to be read into column J when current data are
exhausted.
Number of words that were read into column J.
Pointer to word of column J which is now being
tested for minimum.
I = 4 Total number of columns from input matrix still
remaining on tape indicC!-ted in P(l, J).
TDA T(I, J) gives data on file index J, J = 1, 2, 3, 4.
J = 1, 2, or.3 are scratch tapes; J =4 is the input tape.
I =1 Actual logical tape number to be used in read
and write statements.
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MOREL2 reads more of the Level 2 cargo table from tape L2WOT
into core.
MOREL2 is called by VEHRPT, VEHLDF and CSTRPT. The variable
NBLK, computed in LEGPRO, contains the number of 5l0-word blocks which
are available in the DDB array to read the cargo table, which has been stored
on tape in records of 510 words. The variable MDDB, set to NDDB in the
routines which call MOREL2, indicates the number of cargo table items still
remaining on the tape (3 words/item, 170 items/record). The routine then
reads entire 5l0-word records, except that the last record on the tape may


























The purpose of PACK is to insert bits into a given portion of a 36- bit
word. PACK isolates the rightmost NBITS bits of variable V and inserts
them into packed word PW starting at bit number B. Bit positions are
numbered 0 through 35 from left to right.
To pack or insert bits, CALL PACK(V, NBITS, PW, B)
where NBITS is the number of bits to be moved (0 s: NBITS s: 36).
V is the va:riable whose rightmost NBITS bits are to be inserted.
PW is the destination word into which the bits will be inserted.
B is the number of the first (leftmost) bit of PW to be replaced.
Bits are numbered 0 through 35 from left to right.
B· + NBITS s: 36.
Bits of PW other than those from B to B + NBITS - 1 are unchanged.




PERLNK computes the performance capabilities for a specific vehicle
on a specific leg.
The vehicle; specified by vehicle index NVEH, (in common), is the
one currently being input to subroutine RDVEH, which calls PERLNK. The
velocity increment b. V required to travel the leg is transmitted in variable






expendable upper stage only
totally reusable vehicle




maximum payload up when payload down is zero.
maximum payload down when payload up is zero.
maximum payload up when vehicle is expended.
In addition to the leg velocity increment b. V, the computations require
the specific impulse data for the vehicle. This data is extracted from the
vehicle table in DDB and placed in a matrix ARRA Y which contains 8 words
for each wet (propulsive) stage of the vehicle:
1 WSD (dry structure weight)
2 WNUP (Non-usable propellant weight)
3 WPMAX (Maximum propellant weight)
4 WINT (Interstage weight)
5 WPBO (Boil-off weight)
6 WNIE (Non-Impulsive propellant weight)
7 WACP (Attitude control propellant weight)
8 ISP Number (Specific Im'pulse)
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The algorithm consists of an iteration in which maximum payload is
reestimated assuming a linear payload/propellant relationship and then
required propellant is computed more exactly by PROPCAL. The initial
guess for WPLUP is computed as follows:
R = e(N.6. V)/(G. E ISP)
W BO = WSD I + WNUP I = weight of first stage at burnout
WPMAX - WBO (R2 _1)WPLUP = R-l
where N is the total number of propulsive stages
6. V is the velocity increment for the leg
G is the gravitational constant = 32.174 ft/sec2
EISP is the total specific impulse = sum of specific
impulses for each wet stage
WPMAX is the total propellant available t() the vehicle,
summed over all stages.
Subroutine PROPCL is now called to compute the propellant required (WPREQ)
for a flight on which WPLUP is the up payload and the down payload is zero.
Using these values of WPLUP and WPREQ plus the starting values of zero for
both up payload and propellant, PERLNK computes a new guess for WPLUP
assuming a linear relationship, and the PROPCL is again called to compute
a new WPREQ. The iteration continues until the latest value of WPREQ
computed by PROPCL is within one pound of total available propellant WPMAX.
When convergence is attained, the value of WPLUP (which is in PL) is
temporarily saved in PLMX to be restored later. Then WPLUP is set to
zero and an initial guess for WPLDN is computed:
W PLDN =WPMAX - VI BO (R-I)
. . R Z _ R
where Rand WBO are as above. Then the iteration is repeated until
convergence.
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If M f. 3 (indicating an expendable vehicle), then WPEXP is taken
as the converged value of WPLUP, and the computation for WPLDN is .
omitted.
PERLNK is called from RDVEH once with M = 3 if WPLUP/WPLDN
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PROLNK is a link between LEG PRO and PROPCL in determining
propellant requirements and offloading if required for a specific vehicle
flight.
LEGPRO calls PROLNK with a given vehicle, up and down payload
weights, and velocity increment for the leg flight. PROLNK is to compute
the total propellant PROPWT needed for the flight and the amount off-loaded
PROPOL into the first stage. If propellant off-loading is not allowed (i. e.,
vehicle must carry full amount of propellant whatever the payload weight),
or if the vehicle has no wet stages, then PROPWT == PROPOL == total
vehicle propellant capacity.
If off-loading is required, PROPCL sets up a matrix array of 8 words
of ISP data for each stage in the vehicle, obtained from the vehicle table.
Subroutine PROPCL is called to compute PROPWT. The total propellant,
PROP, available to the vehicle, is computed as the sum of the propellants
for each stage. Then PROPOL is simply the first (lowest) stage propellant
reduced by the amount by which 'total propellant available exceeds propellant
required:
PROPOL = PROP l - (PROP - PROPWT)
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PROPCL calculates the propellant required, WPREQ, for a specified
vehicle flight on a given leg. This calculation is used for computing vehicle
performance capabilities when called from RDVEH/PERLNK, and for
determining propellant offloading when called from LEGPRO/PROLNK.
The leg data passed to PROPCL through the calling sequence consists
of the velocity increment VIN ( or b, V) necessary to leave the orbit at the





number of propulsive stages comprising vehicle;
weight of payload to be carried up;
weight of payload down
totally expendable vehicle
M = expendable upper stage only
totally reusable vehicle
S = a sort of "safety" factor used in engine thrust calculations
which in: DORCA is always, taken as 1. 0 •
ARRAY = a matrix of 8 words for each of the NTOT propulsive stages:
WORD CONTENTS.
1 WSD (dry structure weight)
2 WNUP (Non-usable propellant weight)
3 WPMAX (Maximum propellant weight)
4 WINT (Inter stage weight)
5 WPBO (Boil-off weight)
6 WNIE (Non-Impulsive propellant weight)
7 WACP (Attitude control propellant weight)
8 ISP Number (Specific Impulse)
PROPCL also computes NREQ, the number of stages of the vehicle
actually required to achieve the necessary thrust.· Ideally, NREQ should equal
NTOT. If NREQ > NTOT, the vehicle is inadequate for the flight.
If NREQ < NTOT, not all stages are necessary.
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ALGORITHM
PROPCL first calculates four variables for each propulsive stage:
W B. = weight of stage i at burnout
1
= dry structure + nonusuablepropellant + interstage weight
WPMX. = maximum usable propellant
1
= maximum propellant - nonusable propellant
ISP. = specific impulse of stage i
1
ISPEF. = effective specific impulse
1
= ISP . (WPMX; - propellant losses)
. i WPMX.
1
where propellant losses are boil-off weight,
non- impulsive propellant, and attitude- control propellant.
The algorithm starts with the last (highest) stage (N=NTOT). VRQ
is the total velocity required from this and all remaining (lower) stages;
initially, PROPCL set.s VRQ = VIN and reduces it by the velocity V available
from each stage. WE is the weight of the vehicle at the end of burnout of
each stage, a running total which accumulates with each stage.
There are two sections to the algorithm - the flight up the leg, and
the flight down, starting at the bottom of the down flight, working backwards
to the top of the leg and then backwards down the up flight. If the vehicle is
totally reusable (M = 3), both sections are processed; if the vehicle is
partly or wholly expendable, the first section (down flight) is omitted.
For each section, the basic steps of the computation are:
(1) Compute velocity V available to stage N:
V = G • ISPeff
N
• J.n (1 + WPMXN I WE)
S
where G is the gravitational constant 32..174 ftl sec2. and S == 1 in DORCA.
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(2) If V ~ required velocity VRQ. this section is finished; exit.
(3) If V < VRQ. reduce VRQ by V.
(4) If N = l. vehicle is inadequate for this flight; Error exit. if N> l.
go to next lower stage. N-l"'N









If WP> available usable propellant WPMXN.' vehicle is
inadequate. Set WPREQ = -7 as a signal and return.
If WP S WPM~N' continue algorithm.
Reduce WPMXN by WP. accumulate burnout
weight and propellant into WE. and go to step (1).
When the required velocity is attained. the propellant requirements for each
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RDCONT is called by INPRO to read, process and store container data.
Before processing the first card, the entire container table TBCONT is
zeroed out. Cards are read as 8 fields of 10 characters each and stored as 8
pairs in array CARD in A6, A4 format. The order of variables on each card
is
Field 1 - container name
Field 2 - capacity
Field 3 - empty weight
Field 4 - classification (bulk, crew, or propellant)
Field 5 - volume
Field 6 - expend option
The numerical entries (capacity, empty weight and volume) are converted
from coded to floating point format by subroutine VALUE. NCONT is the
number of containers read so far. Data for container number J (l 5 J S NCONT)
are stored as follows:
TBCONT(l, J) - name (first 6 letters)
TBCONT(2, J) - name (last 4 letters)
TBCONT(3, J) - capacity weight
TBCONT(4, J) - empty weight
TBCONT(S, J) - classificatiun (1. O-crew, 2.0-bulk, 3. O-not used,
4.0-propellant)
TBCONT(6, J) - volume (default value is 1. 0 if not input)
TBCONT(7, J) - used tor a flag in CNTRPT
TBCONT(8, J) - return/ exp..:nd option
For proper bookkeeping, at least one propellant tank should be input.
The variable JPROP is set to the index number J of the (last) propellant
tank input and variable PROPUP is set to its capacity. This data is used
to modify ~ontainer data in subroutine RDCRG. If no propellant tank is input,
an error message is printed.
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· RDCONT continues reading input cards one at a time, storing data and
printing error messages when necessary, until the word TABLE is encountered
in field 1. This word signifies the end of container data, and control is
returned to subroutine INPRO. The following input errors will generate
printed messages:
1. Duplicate container names.
2. Invalid numerical entry for capacity, empty weight or volume.
3. Improper word entry for classification.
4. Too many containers input. Maximum number of containers if
given by the variable NCTMAX, which presently has the value 20.
5. No propellant tank input.
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This subroutine reads and stores cargo elements.
Data for a· single cargo element occupies one card. As described in the




























Field 2 (description), allotted 18 characters, is the only item not using a
standard 10-character field. It is stored in 3 words in (A6, A6, A6) format.
The routine calls READ to read one card at a time. If the first field
contains the word TABLE or PROGRAM, control is returned to subroutine
INPRO to process the next data table. Otherwise, the contents of field 1 are
taken as the name of the next cargo element. Cargo elements are stored in






Name (A6, A4 format)
Description (A6, A6, A6 format)
Packed word:
Bits 0-11: Pointer to vehicle or facilities table (see below)
Bits 12-23: Container class (I-crew, 2-bulk, 3-discrete,'
4-propellant, 5- coupled item)




7 Up weight (floating point)
8 Down weight (floating point)
9 Volume (floating point). Used only for discrete items, zero for others.
In order to determine the 3 variables (pointer, class, and category) in
the packed word, RDCRG first checks the name entered in field 3 (container
field) against all names in the container table TBCONT. If a match is found,
the pointer is set to the index of the container in TBCONT and the class is
determined by the container data (1- crew, 2- bulk, 4-propellant). If no match
is made, the field should contain the word DISCRETE, in which case the class
is 3 and the category is determined by the entry in field 4. The cargo element
name is compared with the vehicle names in the vehicle table TB VEH and the
facility names in the facility table (stores in DDB) until a match is made, and
the pointer is set to the number of that vehicle or facility. If the names on
this card cannot be matched with an entry in the container, vehicle or facility
tables, an error message is printed.
RDCRG is called from INPRO. If the variable NAFAC =0 upon entry,
RDCRG is supposed to process the entire cargo element table - that is, to
continue reading and store new cargo elements until a card is read with the
key word "PROGRAM" or "TABLE" in field 1. If NAFAC =2 upon entry, RDCRG
will process only the single card whose image appears in array CARD, then
returns ... This situation represents the appearance of an ELEMENT card
within the mission data being processed by RDMISS.
When an input card is read with the word TABLE in field 1, all data in
the cargo table have been read. However, containers in the container table
already input will also form part of the cargo. Therefore, before returning
control to INPRO, RDCRG adds all containers to the end of the cargo table,
considering them discrete items and storing them in the same 9-word group
as other cargo elements. The parameters are set as follows:
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Name == description = container name
Pointer = 0
Class = 3 (discrete)
Category =1 (material)
Up weight == down weight = container empty weight (except see below)
Volume = container volume
This treatment is useful for shipping empty containers. The one exception
to this treatment is propellant tanks; these are added to the cargo element table
with up weight = container capacity + container empty weight, so that propellant
tanks can be s~ipped upwards full and downwards empty as discrete items.
An artificial device has been installed which forces the program to print
a cost report on any or all of the containers specified by the user. The device
involves treating containers as though they were also facilities. The user must
input to the facility table dummy facilities whose names are the same as those
of the containers to be costed. For these particular containers, the program
will set CAT =3 and PNTER to the index in the facility (not container) table.
Before returning INPRO, RDCRG sorts the cargo element table (not
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RDFAC reads and stores facility data.
The coding is straightforward. Data cards are read as 8 fields of 10
characters each; each IO-character field is stored in array CARD as a pair of
alphanumeric coded words in (A6, A4) format. For this subroutine, only 6
fields are used on each card for the 6 entries - name, years of life, develop-
ment cost, production cost, and names of spread functions to be applied to
production and development costs. Numeric entries (years of life and costs)
are converted to floating point by subroutine VALUE. Subroutine FINDSP is
called to find pointers JSPD and KSPD in the spread table corresponding to
the input spread function names; JSPD and KSPD are in floating point format,
despite having integer names.
RDFAC is called from INPRO. If the variable NAFAC = 0 upon entry,
RDFAC is supposed to process the entire facility table -- that is~ read cards
and store facilities until a card appears with the key word "TABLE" or
"PROGRAM" in. field l, signalling the end of the facility table.
If NAFAC = 1 upon entry, RDFAC is to process only the single card
whose image appears in array CARD, then return to INPRO. This situation
represents the appearance of a FACILITY card within the mission data being
processed by RDMISS.
Data are stored in DDB(I), (I = NBFAC, ••• , NLFAC), in groups of 8.
All items except the facility name are in floating point, including spread
function pointers. The order within each group of 8 is:
1-2 Facility name (A6, A4) format
3 Life span in years
4 Development cost
5 Pointer to spread table for development cost
G (Not used)
7 Recurring production cost
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. RDLEG reads leg data and stores it in matrix TBLEG (which is later
altered in subroutine RDVEH).
RDLEG reads (by calling READER) and processes one input card at a
time until a card is encountered whose first field contains either of the words
TABLE or PROGRAM. At the time, the input leg data is fi~ished and control
is returned to the calling routine, INPRO. If field 1 contains anything else,












Lower (previous) leg name






Leg data is stored in matrix TBLEG(I, J) (J = 1, 2, ••. , 12) as follows:
I Format Contents of TBLEG (I, J)
1-2 A6, A4 Leg name.
3-4 A6, A4 Name of lower (previous) leg
5 real Deployment limit
6-7 A6, A4 Default vehicle name
8 Temporary use
9 real b. V (floating point)
10 real Longshoring flag (O-no, I-yes)
11-12 A6, A4 Alternate vehicle name
The contents of T BLEG are modified further in subroutine RDVEH.
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When all legs have been read in, TBLEG(B, J) is set to the index
number of the next lower previous leg, is determined from TBLEG (3-4, J)
for each J. 1£ the next lower leg is "NONE", T BLEG(8, J) is set to the
key word LASTLG, whose current key value is 63. Then the entire matrix
is sorted on word 8. This entire procedure, including the sort, is performed
twice so as to arrange the leg names in a manner which is most convenient
for the programmer and user reading the printout generated by DOReA II.
The maximum number of legs which can be accomodated is
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RDMISS reads the program/mission data, stores it as the phase I cargo
table, and generates the initial vehicle and facility acquisition tables.
Standard Mission Input
The input format for program and mission data is given in the user's
manual. Briefly, each program/mission involves shipping a certain number
of units of a given cargo element in a given vehicle, leg, and year(s).
Associated with this data is a phase (initializing, sustaining or terminating).
Also associated is a list of up to three vehicles to be used on lower legs, if
any. The vehicles used on this and lower legs are obtained from the leg table
TBLEG if not input as part of the mission data.
Each one of the units of a cargo element shipped generates a trio of
words in the phase I cargo table. The format of these three words is given in
Appendix B.
The name of each program is stored in matrix PNAME, 18 characters
per name in (A6, A6, A6) format, with a maximum of 63 names. The program
name OVERHEAD is built into the routine. Similarly, the name of each
mission is stored in matrix MNAME, 18 characters per name in (A6, A6, A6)
format, with a maximum of 63 names. Three mission names, PROPELLANTS,
VEHICLES, and CONTAINERS, are built in.
For each cargo element shipped, the category is examined. If the
element is a vehicle or facility, an additional entry is made in the vehicle
or facility acquisition table. The format of these tables is given in Appendix B.
Much of the labor of RDMISS consists of trying to match input entries
with previously input names in the container, log, vehicle, cargo element,
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and mission and program name tables. When matches are made, the input
entries can thus be converted to index numbers referring to the tables.
Subroutine VALUE is called to convert numeric input - - date s, mis sion
phase (which may be either numeric or alphabetic), cargo multiplicity
number - - from coded to floating point format. As the information is
accumulated, it is packed into a 3 - cell array, ICARGO, which is eventually
transferred into DDB to become part of the cargo table. The format of
ICARGO is the same as that of the phase I cargo table (see Appendix B).
When the routine detects an input error, a message is printed and the
error counter JERR is incremented by 1. The routine will continue pro-
cessing all cards as best it can, but each error will mean that some data or
default values are stored which may be incorrect. The final reports will
therefore contain some incorrect data. The values actually stored for an
erroneous entry are usually the last correct entry of that type. The intent
of this approach is to execute the program as far as possible to uncover as
many errors as pos sible in one run.
Certain key words which may occur in field 1 (columns 1-10) of the
















new entrie s into facility or cargo
element table
schedule or satellite shipping data
end of mission data
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Coupled IteIns
The COUPLE feature perInits the user to specify that two or Inore
previously input cargo eleInents are to be cOInbined into a box that will be
treated as a unit. This box will be a new cargo eleInent. The card forInat














NaIne of new box
where "EleInent 1", etc., denotes the naIne of a previously input cargo
eleInent.
For each such eleInent naIned, RDMISS locates that naIne in the cargo
eleInent table and deterInines its index N in that table. A list of the indices
N for each of· these M eleInents is saved in the array CE, between the liInits
of Il and IN. That is
N = CE(K), K = II, •.• , IN
is a list of the cOInponent eleInents cOInprising the box. The up and down
weights and voluIne of this box is the SUIn of those quantities for the individ-
ual eleInents. The entry created in the cargo eleInent table for this box





NaIne of new box (first 6 characters)
NaIne of new box (last 4 characters)












Octal packed word 000000050001





For costing purposes. the routine computes a weight load factor for
each component. This is defined as
load factor = lOOOOO x
The component weight is taken as the up weight unles s that is zero. in
which case down weight is used. The multiplier 100000 is used to make
the most important digits whole numbers and eliminate fractions so that
the load factor can be converted to integer format. It is stored temporarily
in the array W LF. which is indexed the same as array CEo and then packed
into the level I cargo table
Facility and Element Input
Additional facilities or cargo elements may be input in the midst of
the mission data. A card with the word FACILITY in field 1 defines the
following card(s) as facilities rather than mission data. RDMISS sets
NAFAC = 1. reads another card. then returns to INPRO. which calls
RDFAC to process that single card and enter the data into the facility table.
Then RDMISS is called again to read another card; if field 1 of the new card
does not contain one of the key words. the card is presumed to be another
facility card. and the procedure above is repeated.
A card with the word ELEMENT in field 1 defines the following card(s)
as new cargo elements. The process is similar to that for facilities except
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that NAFAC = 2 and INPRO calls RDCRG to process each card singly.
Whenever RDMISS finds NAFAC = 1 or 2, DDBSFT is called to
shift data in the DDB array if necessary to accomodate the new cargo
elements or facilitie s.
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SCHEDU LE AND SATELLITE INPUT
SCHEDULE and satellite data may be input for non-consecutive locI
cargo dates. Schedule is used when different cargo are on the same vehicle;
satellite is used when the same cargo is on different vehicles.
A schedule card contains the word SCHEDULE in field 1 and up to 7
IOC dates (numeric) in the remaining 7 fields. Additional cards may be used
to define additional dates; these cards must be blank in field 1. The maximum
number of dates is 20. On succeeding cards are the names of cargo elements
in field 1 with the number of launches in each year in the fields corresponding













Satellite data begins with the word SATELLITE in field 1 and the name










Mode of delivery (DEPLOY, RETRIEVE,
SERVICE)
Vehic Ie name
Deployment restriction (single if SINGLE,
multiple if blank)
RDMISS sets NAFAC =3 during schedule processing, NAFAC =4
during satellite processing. RDMISS continues to read cards and assumes
they are more schedule or satellite data provided field 1 does not contain
one of the recognized key words. The data is transformed into entries into
the level I cargo table.
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RDRPT reads the input REPOR T request data cards and sets flags for
later processing.
Array IFLAG is a list of flags which indicate which reports have been
requested. Initially all flags are zeroed out. As each data card is read re-
questing a specific report, the appropriate flag is set to 1 (or 2 for a short
report). The card format, as stated in the user's manual, is the word
REPORT in field 1, the name of the report in field 2, and possibly the word
SHORT in field 3. The reports which can be accommodated at present are:
Routines which

















Summary of cargo traffic, giving the
name, up weight, down weight, and load
factor for each cargo element, arranged
by program, mis sion, leg, vehicle, year
and flight number
Summary of container usage by year,
leg, and name of cargo element
Report on facility acquisitions in each
year, arranged by program, mission
and cargo element
Prints vehicle traffic tables
Vehicle acquisitions and utilization in
terms of load factor s
Cost reports
Print input container, leg, spread,
vehicle, facility, cost, and cargo
element tables
Intermediate printouts during leg





















Calculate fleet vehicles as cargo
Intermediate printout during
table calculations (LEGPRO
temporarily stores the value
of IFLAG( 10) in IFLAG(4). )
Same as IFLAG(6) - cost report -
but using an 8 1/2 x 11 inch page
format. CaST80 also causes
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RDSPD reads and stores input spread functions.
The coding is straightforward. Data cards consist of 8 fields of 10
characters each, and each 10- character field is read and stored in a pair of
cells in A6, A4 format. The entries which are to represent numeric values
(everything but the spread function name) are then converted into floating
point numbers by subroutine VALUE.
The format specifications are given in the user's manual. RDSPD will
call READER to read one input card at a time. For each card there are
three possible actions:
1. Field I contains the word "TABLE. II This means the end of
the spread data, and control is returned to the calling routine
(INPRO).
2. Field 1 contains a word other than "TABLE. II This word is
taken as the name of a new spread function, and the data in
fields 2- 8 define the spread function.
3. Field I is blank. This card is assumed to contain more data
for the spread function last defined.
The first data card for each spread function contains the function name,
the number of years, the first year, and up to 5 spread factors, representing
percentages of cost to be applied in each year. The second and subsequent
cards for each function, if any, contain up to 7 more spread factors. If any
spread factors are left blank, the routine will ignore that field and all
succeeding fields on that card. Thus, leaving a field blank is not equivalent
to entering a zero.
All data are stored in floating point form except the name. The spread
factors, which were input as percentages, are divided by 100 and then stored.
The routine checks to see that the sum of the factors totals L 0 - - or, allow-
ing for truncation error, at least falls in the range 1. 0 ~ 0.01. Each spread
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function is stored in DDB as a group of variable length in the following order:
1. Number of year s
2. First year
3. Spread factor 1
4. Spread factor 2
5. Spread factor 3
Immediately after the last spread factor of one spread function in DDB starts
the data for the next function. Since the data is of variable length, matrix
TBSPD is created to maintain pointers to each function:
TBSPD(l, J) =name (first 6 characters in Hollerith)
of function #J
TBSPD(2, J) =name (last 4 characters)
TBSPD(3, J) = location in DDB of first cell of data for
function #J (stored in floating point)
TBSPD is defined as interger within one subroutine. However, the two name
words are Hollerith and the location entry is stored in floating point by using
an equivalence between IX and XX.
At most 20 functions can be accommodated in TBSPD. Some other






Number of spread functions input
Location in DDB of first cell of first function
Location in DDB of last cell of last spread function
Sum of spread factor s for cur rent function; should be
within the range (.99, 1. 01)
Counter for current position in DDB
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The input errors detected by the routine are as follows:
1. Too many spread functions input (current limit is 20).
2. Duplicate function names.
3. Invalid value for one of the numeric entries.
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RDVEH reads and stores vehicle data and completes processing the leg
table.
DATA CARDS
RDVEH calls subroutine READER to perform the actual card reading.
If field 1 of the input card contains. either of the words "TABLE" or "PROGRAM",
then the vehicle data is considered to be finished, and RDVEH skips to statement
350 to complete processing of the leg table. Otherwise, the contents of the card
are considered to be vehicle data. The data for each vehiCle consists of the
contents of three or more cards:













Maximum number of flights/year
Maximum flights /lifetime
Lifetime in year s
Minimum load (not used by program)
Volume limit
Deployment limit (max occupancy)
2. A second card with more basic data (required).
1 Blank
2 Development cost
3 Name of spread function for development costs
4 Production costs
5 Name of spread function for production costs
6 Operations costs per flight
7 Refurbishment costs (not used by program)
8 Name of propellant tank.
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UPMAX (maximum weight vehicle can carry upwards
if it returns empty)
DNMAX (maximum weight vehicle can carry downwards
if it travels upwards empty)
EXPMAX (maximum weight vehicle can carry upwards
if it does not return)
4. Stages cards for wet stage s (propulsion units) and/ or dry stages











For wet stages: word WET in columns 7-9.
For dry stages: blank or word DR Y in columns 7-9.
Columns 1- 6 and 10 must be blank.
Word STAGES
Name of vehicle which is stage 1.-
Name of vehicle which is stage 2, if any.




5. ISP card (optional). Required if UPMAX, DNMAX and/ or EXPMAX
for any leg are not input but are to be calculated by DORCA.
1 The word ISP in columns 7-9. Columns 1-6 and 10 must
be blank.
2 ISP number (specific impulse)
3 WSD (dry structure weight)
4 WNUP (non-usage propellant weight)
5 WINT (interstage weight)
6 WPBO (boil-off weight)
7 WNIE (non- impulsive propellant weight)




The first data' card for each vehicle contains the vehicle name in
field 1 (columns 1-10). Thereafter, every data card for this vehicle is
blank in columns 1-6. The presence of non-blank characters in columns 1-6
is thus taken as a signal that a new vehicle is being defined. The minimum
amount of data required for each vehicle is the two basic data cards plus at
least one leg card. Variable JX is set equal to 1 as soon as the minimum has
been reached (zero before); failure to input at least the minimum causes an
error message to be printed.
DATA STORAGE
Most of the vehicle data is stored in the DDB array. For each vehicle,
the variables are ordered in DDB as follows:
Location























Pointer to spread table for development cost
Propellant tank index
Recurring production cost
Pointer to spread table for production cost.























ISI' number (specific impulse)
WSD (dry structure weight)
WNUP (non-usage propellant weight)
WPMA:?C (maximum propellant weight)
WINT (interstage weight)
WPBO (boil-off weight)
WNIE (non-impulsive propellant weight)
WACP (attitude- control propellant weight)
lSI' number again
Leg name (first 6 characters - A6 format)




Following L + 30 are additional groups of 5 words. one for each leg on
which the vehicle flies. in the same format. The lSI' data (items L + 16 through
L + 25) is optional; if omitted. no space is saved for it. The index L indicates
the location in DDB at which this information starts.
Additional information is stored in the vehicle table TBVEH (5.30). For





Vehicle name (A6. A4 format)
Packed word
Bits 0-17 contain length N (number of cells) of data
for vehicle J;






Packed word containing the dry stages used by this
vehicle, if any. Up to 6 stages, 6 bits/stage.
Packed word containing the wet stages used by this
vehicle, if any. Up to 6 stages, 6 bits/stage.
PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
For each leg the vehicle flies, DORCA II must have available the
performance quantities UPMAX, DNMAX and EXPMAX. These may be input
by the user or computed by DORCA II. If their respective fields on the input card
(fields 3, 4 and 5) are blank, DO RCA II will attempt to compute these quantities.
In order to compute them, DORCA II needs three sets of data: (1) A WET
STAGES card for this vehicle, (2) ISP cards for each of the vehicles corresponding
to the wet stages for this vehicle, and (3) the velocity increment f::, V for this leg,
obtained from TBLEG. Subroutine PERLNK is called to compute the performance
values.
POST PROCESSING
The few statements from #320 to #350 wrap up the indexing and possibly
error printing for this vehicle. Following statement 350, RDVEH finishes pro-
cessing of the leg table, filling in indices where entries in the leg table refer to
vehicle names which were not available at that time. Also, the routine check that
every leg name entered on a leg card input as part of the vehicle data corresponds
to an entry in the leg table. At the conclusion of RDVEH, the leg table has the
following format: the 12 elements of column J contain the following data on leg
#J:
Word Format Contents
1-2 A6,A4 Leg name
3-4 A6,A4 Name of lower (previous) leg name
5 Real Maximum occupancy
6 Packed Default vehicles on this and lower legs




9 Real /). V
10 Real Longshoring flag
11 Integer Alternate vehicle number
12 (not used)
Word 6 for each leg has the following appearance:
o
o
12 18 24 30
where V 1 is the index of the default vehicle for the current leg.
V2 is the index of the default vehicle for the previous (lower) leg.
if any;
V3 is the index of the default vehicle for the second lower leg. if any;
V4 is the index of the default vehicle for the third lower leg, if any.
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READER is called from the various input routines to read a single card,
and print it if the print option is currently on. READER will also process
certain types of data cards: comment cards, option cards, and the vehicle
preference list. Other types of cards are processed by the subroutines
which call READER.
Certain types of cards (include OPTION and mission CARGO cards) have
a free-field format which uses the equals symbol as a separator. READER
searches the input card for the character "="; if any are found, the data pre-
ceding and following is reformatted into 10-character fields to simplify
processing by the calling routines.
Option cards are processed by comparing the name and alphanumeric
value on the input card with a list of acceptable names and values. If a
match is made, the appropriate value is set in the KOPT array. Illegal
names and values cause an error message.
If field I of an input card contains the word PREFERENCE, then the
succeeding cards are taken to define the vehicle preference list until a card
is read which is not blank in column I. READER processes the entire pre-
ference list and packs the information into array VPREF
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REPORT calls subroutines to generate the reports requested by input.














Vehicle acquisitions and utilization
Cost report
If any intermediate or debugging printout was requested, that information
is printed via a call to subroutine TABLES preceding the formal reports.
If either report # 1 or report #2 or ooth have been requested, the level II
cargo tables are first sorted by leg, vehicle, year and flight number, in that
order. If reports 4, 5, and/or 6 were requested, subroutine TRAFIC is called
to determine the actual number of vehicles needed. If report 5 and/ or 6 was
requested~ the cargo tables are first sorted by program, mission and vehicle.
Since the cargo tables are stored on external files, subroutine MERGE is




sort on leg/vehicle/year /flight no.
sort on program /mission/vehicle
Since the program is segmented in OVERLAY format, the names of the
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J- Call SPRINT.
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,;
Is Facility Reportl Yes ... Call FAcRPT.














Is Vehicle Yes ~ Print Vehicle Usage




Is Cost Report Yes
..
Call CSTRPT.









PROGRAMS SEG22, SEG32, SEG33, SEG36
These tiny programs are linkages in the OVERLA Y structure.
SEG22 calls subroutine TRAFIC as part of the leg processing. The
arguments are MAXVEH, the maximum n\lmber of vehicles which can be
accomodated in the DVTT matrix; and the beginning of an available area of
core which can be used for DVTT.
SEG36 calls TRAFIC as part of the REPORT generation. The argument
representing the buffer to be used for DVTT is a different area from that is
SEG22.
SEG32 calls MERGE to perform an out- of- core sort of the Level 2 cargo
table on element #KEL. The program computes NFILE, the amount of free
space available in array DDB to be used for sorting and merging, expressed as
.a multiple of 510-word groups. This free space corresponds to the matrix
FILE in subroutine MERGE. If NFILE ~ 3, the free space in DDB is used for
FILE"; if NFILE < 3, an array A of 3 x 510 words in labelled common/ASDAT/
is used for FILE.
SEG33 calls SPRINT to print the cargo manifest and/ or load factors.
The two argUlTlents in the calling sequence are the same to permit SPRINT





Given a matrix of M rows and N columns, this routine rapidly sorts
the columns such that element number L of each column forms an increasing
sequence. Upon option, the sort is either alphanumeric or algebraic.
The Lth elements should all be either normalized floating point or
integers but not mixed. The format of the other elements is irrelevant and
can be mixed.
CALL SORT (A, M, N, L)
where A is the MXN matrix
M is the number of rows of A
N is the number of columns of A
L is the number of the element in each column on which the sort
is computed, i. e., the number of the row whose elements are
to be sorted into increasing order; the other elements in each
column are simply permuted in the same manner.
For simplification and without los s of generality, assume the matrix
A has only one row, so that the algorithm amounts to sorting the elements of
an array A. (i = 1, ••• , N).
1
Step 1. Initialization. Let I = 1, J = N, M = 1. I and J denote the
boundaries of an interval within the range of the array. M is a pointer to
the lists IL and IU, which are used to contain the boundaries of other intervals
to be scrutinized later.
Step 2. 1£ I ~ J, to go step 7. Otherwise, set K to the value of I, L to
the value of J, and IJ to the midpoint of the interval [I, J]. Interchange
elements AI' A J and AIJ as necessary until AIS AIJS AJ" The boundary
and midpoints are now in order.
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Step 3. Decrement L by 1 until we find an A LS AU. Increment K by
1 until we find an AK ~ AIJ•
Step 4. If K S J, interchange elements A K and A L and return to 'step
3. If K > L, a crossover has occurred, and the algorithm now divides the
interval [I, J] into two parts, [I, L] and [K, J]. Choose the longer of these two
parts and save the boundaries in the arrays IL and IU at position M for later
scrutiny, then increment M by. 1, Reset I and J to the boundaries of the
shorter part.
Step 5. If the interval [I, J] is large, containing more than 10 elements,
return to step 2. If [I, J] is small, with 10 or fewer elements, go to step 6.
Step 6. Neighbor interchange. This is efficient for small intervals
[I, J] only. For K = I, I-I, 1- 2, ••• , interchange A K and AK +1 until either
K = 0 or A K $ AK +1 already. Now increment I by 1, and repeat this procedure
until I = J, then go to step 7.
Step 7. At this point, interval [I, J] is ordered, and it is necessary to
determine whether any other intervals within the range [1, N] remain unordered.
Decrease M by 1. If now M =0, there remain no unordered intervals, and the
algorithm is finished. If M > 0, however, there remain M intervals which
were saved for further scrutiny. Retrieve the values of I and J stored in
arrays IL and IU at position M and to to step 5.
Sort mode. According to the option variable MODE in labeled common
the sort can be either algebraic (MODE 1= 0) or alphanumeric (MODE = 0). In
the algebraic mode, negative numbers are considered to be less than positive
ones. In the alphanume ric mode, the values being sorted are assumed to
represent not pure numbers but rather alphahetic or other alphanumeric char-
acters; in this case the sign bit is not taken as a plus or minus sign but rather
as the highest order bits, so that words which register as negative numbers in
the computer are actually large "positive" characters. In this mode, the sorted
matrix contains these "negative" numbers at the end of the matrix. For
example, the sequence
3 6 2 -1
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1 -4 3 -2

















The method for handling the alphanumeric mode is to first divide the matrix
into two matrices, one containing only positive numbers, the other only
negative numbers, then sorting each part separately. The separating
operation plus two smaller sorts takes about the same time as a single sort
of the entire matrix.
In the FORTRAN code, integer arithmetic is used for all operations
(by defining A and all other quantities as integers) because it is faster than
floating point arithmetic. The subroutine will work properly if the elements
of A are either all integers or all normalized floating point numbers. However,
care should be exercised if the elements are Hollerith characters, since some
characters can cause the elements to be treated as negative numbers.
Execution time of the algorithm is proportional to N·log (N).
The subroutine was developed by Richard C. Singleton of the Stanford
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The name SPDAP comes from SPreads Development And Production
costs. Given the name of a vehicle or facility, and a count of units acquired
in each year, and a spread function, SPDAP produces a list of costs incurred
in each year by applying the spread function.
A spread function defines the manner in which the cost of a unit is to
be spread over several years. Each spread function input to DORCA consists
of three parts:
1. The span of N years over which the cost is to be spread.
(N is denoted IYRSP in this routine. )
Z. A list of spread factors f. for each of the N years indicating the
1
portion of the cost to be paid in each year. The sum of these
factors must be 1.0 (100%).
3. A parameter M indicating that the unit is actually delivered in
the Mth year of the N-year span. If, for example, N =10 and
M =5, the unit is paid for over 10 years, starting 4 years before
it is actually delivered. (M is denoted by the variable IYRIOC
in SPDAP.)
Thus, for a unit purchased in a given year y, the cost is distributed
as follows:
$ (unit cost) X f l in year
$ (unit cost) X fZ in year





When a number of units of a given vehicle or facility have been purchased
over a period of years, the total cost incurred in a given year y may be
expressed as
N
Total cost = (unit cost) L
i=l
f. C +M .1 Y -1
where Ck denotes the number of units purchased in year k.






An array in which words 1- 2 contain the vehicle or family name,
word 3 contains the total count of units acquired in all years, and
words 4, 5, 6, etc., contain the number of units acquired in year
1, 2, 3, etc.
is the unit cost, in millions of dollars.
is an array defining the spread function, in which word 1 is the
number of years (IYRSP) which the function spans, word 2 is the
relative year of delivery (IYRIOC), and words 3, 4, 5, etc.,
contain the spreading factors for the first, second, third, etc.,
year of the function. If IYRSP =0 there is no spreading, i. e. ,
costs are paid fully in the year in which incurred.
is the array to be calculated by SPDAP. The format is the same
as array IN except that all unit counts have been replaced by costs.
= 1 for nonrecurring development costs, = 0 for recurring
production or operations costs. ,.
Recurring (production or operations) costs and nonrecurring
(development) costs are handled somewhat differently. Production costs are
multiplied by the number of units and spread over the years as ~ndicated above •.
For development, SPDAP assumes only one unit, in the first year indicated
by a nonzero count in array IN. In other words, development costs are paid
only for the first unit produced. If array IN contains a count greater than 1
or units purchased in more than one year when IFLG =1, that data is simply
ignored.
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The computation has three basic steps:
1. Zero out the OUT array.
2. For year Y in which the number of units purchased (the entry in
array IN) is nonzero, multiply the number of units by'the spread
factors and accumulate the products in array OUT in the slots
correspond to years Y-M+1 through Y-M+N. If IYRSP = 0, there
is no spreading and the data is simply transferred from array IN
to OUT.
3. Multiply the sum for each year by the unit cost; also compute the
total cost over all years.
The variable FY EAR denotes the first year that any cargo has been
shipped, after subtracting the relative date 1970. The test at statement
number 120 determines whether the spreading function for the first units in
the IN array will cause any part of the cost to be billed for a year preceding
1970, which is illegal in DORCA. If so, an error message is printed and
control is returned to the calling program (CSTRPT) with no processing. The
presence of the variable L = FYEAR in statements 140 and 200 simply shifts












































SPRINT prints a summary of volume and load factors and a complete
manifest of all cargo items shipped. This is an optional report which is
generated if a REPORT SPRINT card was input to the report table. The
cargo manifest is omitted if a short report was requested.
Before calling SPRINT, subroutine REPORT calls Subroutine SEG22-
MERGE to sort the entire Phase II cargo table by leg, vehicle, year, and
flight number. The first lines of print are a title "CARGO MANIFEST" and
the column headings, which are:
PROGRAM - name of program with which cargo item is associated
MISSION - name of mission with which cargo item is associated
LEG - name of leg on which cargo item travels
VEHICLE - name of vehicle used to carry cargo item
YEAR - date of night
FLIGHT - night number to which cargo item is assigned
CARGO - name of cargo element
WT UP - weight of item if shipped upwards (zero if shipped down)
WT DOWN - weight of item if shipped downwards (zero if shipped up)
~LF - load factor of item (see below)
The load factor of a cargo item is the weight of the item (expressed as
equivalent up-weight) as a proportion of the total weight carried by the vehicle
round trip (also expressed as equivalent up-weight). It is computed by the
following equation in subroutine LEGPRO:
load factor =
item wt • factor
(UPMAX)tot wt up + tot wt down "DN
where item wt =weight of assigned cargo item (one direction only)
tot wt up =total weight car ried upwards by vehicle on this flight
tot wt down = total weight carried downwards by vehicle on this flight
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UPMAX = maximum vehicle capacity (lbs) upwards
DNMAX =maximum vehicle capacity (lbs) downwards
factor =IUP~AX
DNMAX
if cargo item is traveling upwards
if cargo item is traveling downwards
The sum of load factors for all cargo items on a single flight must be 1.
The procedure is straightforward. The routine processes each item
in the cargo table in turn, extracting from each a composite index composed of
the leg number, vehicle number, year, and night number. Whenever the
composite index of an item differs from that of the previous item, indicating
a new flight, the sums of up weights, down weights and load factors from the
previous night are printed, then reset to zero. From each item the routine
extracts the various indices and data to generate one line of print for the
headings above. The up weights and down weights are obtained by multiplying
the original input to the cargo element table by the bulk load factor BLF,
where 0 < BLF S 1. BL F < 1 only for bulk cargo which has been subdivided
into two or more portions traveling in different containers.
The summaries of volume and load factors are printed for both the short
and long report. Each summary gives the average volume/load factor for
each vehicle and leg in each year, plus a "TOTAL" which is the average for
all years. Subtotal averages are printed for each vehicle averaged over all
legs, as well as 'a grand total average over all vehicles.
These factors are accumulated in the large XLF/ LF matrix:
1 1 NYRS 1 NYRS 1 NYRS
JJ
I T L Load factors T F flights TV Volume factors
'C
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Composite indexI = vehicle index x 100 + leg index
Total load factors for all years
Load factors for each year
Total number of nights for all years
Number of flights in each year
Total volume factors for all years
Volume factors for each year
Each row corresponds to a particular vehicle/ leg combination. In addition,
one row is reserved for each vehicle for subtotals by using the key leg
number of 63. Finally, one line is reserved for the grand totals by using
the Key index I = 3131.
The load factor TRLF for a given flight is the ratio of the total weight
shipped up (TWTUP) and down (TWTDW) on that flight to the capacity of the
vehicle (UPMAX/ EXPMAX and DNMAX:
TWTUP + TWTDW 'f h' 1UPMAX DNMAX 1 ve lC e returns
TRLF =
TWTUP
EXPMAX if vehicle is expended
The volume factor VOLF is the ratio of the total volume VOLUME of all
cargo shipped on that flight (up-direction only) to the vehicle's volume
capacity V(,l)LMAX.
V(,l)LF = V(,l)LUMEVCllLMAX
The load factors and volume factors are accumulated in XLF, as are
the number of flights, for all items in the Level 2 cargo table. When the
cargo table has been completely processed, the accumulated factors for
each year are divided by the flights in that year, yielding average load
and volume factors, which are printed.
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SWITCH is called from the RDCRG and RDMISS routines to retain all
non-facility cargo elements and all activated cargo elements that are facilities.
The usage is
CALL SWITCH (N)
where N is a pointer to the Nth cargo element to be retained.
The variable LCE points to the last saved cargo element. SWITCH inter-
th
changes the Nth cargo element data with the LCE + 1 cargo element. LCE
is increased by 1. If the cargo element is a facility. then the facility table
undergoes a switch based on the variable LFAC. The cargo element that was
moved is updated for new facility pointer •. After all mission data has been
read in. RDMISS will move the cargo element table deleting unused facilities




TABLES prints, upon request, internal tables for debugging purposes.
This routine is called from subroutine REPORT.
If IFLAG (8) f. 0 (i. e., if the DEBUG report was requested in the input
REPORT table), the following variables are printed:
1. Counters and limits of certain internal tables (but not the tables
themselves):
NBSPD, NLSPD, NSPD
NBVEH, NLVEH, NVEH, NWVEH
NBFAC, NLFAC, NFAC, NWFAC
NBCE, NLCE, NCE, NWCE
NBMffiS, NLMffiS, LNGTH, NWMffiS





(Level I cargo table)
(Level II cargo table)
2. NFTBL array.
3. IVA and IFA arrays (vehicle and facility acquisitions)
If IFLAG(7) f. 0 (if the TABLES report was requested), all input
tables are printed.
Variables IFLAG(9) and IFLAG( 10), which trigger certain intermediate
printout when nonzero, are zeroed out.
Error messages are printed if the program exceeds the capacity of the
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TRAFIC serves either or both of two purposes:
1. To print the traffic report for each vehicle giving
a. The number of flights assigned to each physical vehicle of
a given type in each year,
b. The number of vehicles physically available and also acquired
in each year, with running totals,
c. The number of additional vehicles, above those input, which
must be purchased to satisfy cargo shipping schedules.
This is an optional report obtained by submitting a TRAFFIC card
to the input report table.
2. To calculate during leg processing how many (if any) vehicles are
needed in addition to those input to satisfy shipping requirements
on legs just processed. These extra vehicles are then created and
shipped to the lower terminus of the legs they will serve. This
process, which is not automatic, is activated by input of a CALVEH
card to the input report table.
If neither the CALVEH card nor TRAFFIC card is input, this routine is
not called. For the TRAFFIC card, it is called by REPORT; for the CALVEH
option, by LEGPRO.
The number of vehicles of a given type needed over some span of years
is determined by several variables:
Number of nights in each year
Number of expended vehicles } Calculated by program
Lifetime of vehicle (number of flights)
Lifetime of vehicle (number of years)
Maxitl1.um number of flights/year
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Input
Since no vehicle is 100% reliable, DORCA is required to maintain the
fleet with at least 10% spares at all times, that is, the number of vehicles
actually required at any time plus 10%, with fractional parts rounded up to
the next highest integer.
A question which had to be resolved was how to allocate flights among
available vehicles - whether to use them up quickly by assigning as many
flights as possible or to use more vehicles for a longer period of time by













Figure 1 represents a possible graph of a vehicle's activity. One
wishes to reach the top line in order to fully utilize each vehicle (usually not
pos sible for all vehicles). The area marked "Impossible" cannot be entered
because of the limitation on flights per year. The area marked "Undesirable"
should be avoided because, once in it, a vehicle can never attain its maximum
total flights due to the annual rate restriction. The ideal path is a straight
line from A to B.
In general, TRAFFIC distributes the required flights evenly among the
available fleet, including spares. This allocation is modified as necessary
to stay within the specified lifetimes of vehicles in both flights and years.
Furthermore, if a vehicle is due to expire soon or to be expended, its work-
load should be increased so that it is used as much as pos sible before the
expended flight or date of expiration. Expended flights are considered to be
the last flight assigned to a vehicle in a given year.
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This routine distinguishes between a "vehicle'! (which is a piece of
hardware, a physical unit) and a "type of vehicle" or "vehicle index" (which
is a general entry in the vehicle table, a class name for all the physical
units). The labor of TRAFIC is done at three levels: (l) generating the
tables containing the requireme~ts for all types of vehicles, (2) fulfilling
the requirements for a particular type, and (3) as signing flights to each
vehicle within its physical limitations.
MTT and FLTAC are the overall tables maintained fqr all vehicle types.
MTT, the Master Traffic Table, is generated from information in the NFTBL
array at the beginning of the routine. MTT (I, I) contains the total number of
flights in all years for vehicle type I, where I is the index in the vehicle table.
MTT(I, J) contains data for vehicle type I in year J-l (2 S J S 31) as follows:
Bits 0-17: number of expended vehicles required
Bits 18- 35 : total number of flights
MTT is formed from entries in array NFTBL between the limits NTBLI and
NTBL2. If the CALVEH option has been invoked, TRAFIC is called from
LEGPRO to process vehicles for certain groups of legs, at which time
NTBLI and NTBL2 are set in LEGPRO to bound a small subset to NFTBL.
When LEG PRO is finished, NTBLI is reset to 1 and NTBL2 to the last entry,
so that the entire NFTBL array is processed. NVMAX is set to the last
vehicle type actually entered into the MTT matrix, since not all vehicle types
may be active on a given call to TRAFIC. NVMAX S NVHMAX = 30.
The FLTAC matl'ix is created from the vehicle acquisition table IVA
which was initiated in RDMISS and possibly undated in previous calls to
TRAFIC. FLTAC(I, J) is the number of vehicles of type I acquired by the
program and by input in year J-l (2 S JS 31). FLTAC(I,1) is the total
for all years. MTT and FLTAC are indexed the same and used during
subsequent processing.
-147-
Each vehicle type is scheduled independently of all others. IVA is
the index of the vehicle type currently being scheduled. TOTFLT(I) is the
total number of vehicles of this type in the fleet during year I (l S I 5 30).
NFR(J) is the number of flights remaining in the lifetime of vehicle number
J (l S J S MAXVEH). MAXVEH is the maximum number of physical vehicles
of any given type which the routine is capable of handling. Current dimensions
restrict MAXVEH to available blank common/32. DVTT, the Detailed Vehicle
Traffic Table, is the working matrix which will contain the schedules of all
vehicles of type IV.
DVTT(I, 1) = total number of flights by vehicle I in all years
(l SIS MAXVEH)
DVTT(I, J) = -number of flights by vehicle #1 in year J-l (2 S J S 31)
o if vehicle is not yet active
I if vehicle is active
DVTT(I,32) = 2 if vehicle has been retired due to age or total flights
3 if vehicle is active but will be expended at end of this
year
.Retired or expended vehicles are deleted from DVTT to conserve space.
Printing of the vehicle's activity occurs before the physical deletion.
Initially, TOTFLT, NFR and DVTT are zeroed out for each vehicle type.
Each vehicle of type IV in the FLTAC matrix is accumulated into TOTFLT in
the year in which it is acquired and, for the time being, as sumed to last
through the end of the 30-year period. Later on, TOTFLT is updated as the
program adds vehicles and deletes those that have expired or been expended.
When a new vehicle is activated, the corresponding entry in the NFR
array is set to the maximum total lifetime flights. Three pieces of information
are extracted from the input data for vehicle type IV:
MAXPY - maximum number of flights/year allowed
MT F - maximum total flights in lifetime of a vehicle
MNYRS - lifetime of vehicle in years
The program schedules all flights of vehicle IV for one year before going
on to the next year.
-148-
IYR is the year for which TRAFIC is currently scheduling flights
(1 ~ IYR ~ NYRS == 30). NFLTS, the number of flights of vehicle type IV
for this year, is extracted from MTT. NRV is the number of required
(or remaining) vehicles to perform these flights, obtained by dividing
NFLTS by MAXPY, rounding upwards, and adding 10% spares. If the
number of vehicles already available in the fleet at this time (NVIF)
exceeds NRV, then NRV is taken as NVIF. If the number of vehicles to
be expended (NEl, obtained from MTT) exceeds NR V, then NRV is upped
to that quantity.
Processing begins with a search of DVTT for the first vehicle which
is not retired. If NRV exceeds the number of active vehicles in DVTT, or
if the number of remaining flights for the active vehicles is less than NFLTS,
then it will be necessary to purchase and activate more vehicles. For each
vehicle acquired, the following steps are performed:
1) A message is printed (but not in the CALVEH mode)
2) In the CALVEH mode only (when TRAFIC is called by LEGPRO):
a) The vehicle is added to the phase I cargo table for shipment on
lower legs. Variables VEHI and VEH2 are packed words partially
,prepared by LEGPRO, transmitted through COMMON, and fully
pac~ed and stored by TRAFIC in the standard cargo table format.
b) A new entry is added to the IVA table.
3) A vehicle is added to FLTAC to this year and to NVIF. A vehicle is
added to TOTFLT for this and all subsequent years.
4) A new vehicle is added to DVTT with a status flag of I (3 if an ex-
pended vehicle is required) and the corresponding entry in the NFR
array is taken equal to MTF.
-149...
This section describes the method of determining the number of
Flights To Be Assigned (NFTBA) to a single vehicle, number IVTL, in
year IYR. A first guess for NFTBA is obtained by dividing the current
value of flights to be assigned (NF LTS) by the number of remaining vehicles
(NRV), rounded upwards. (NF LTS and NRV are both reduced as each group
of flights is assigned. )
But various adjustments may be necessary. TRAFIC determines the
year in which the vehicle first became active (NYA), the number of years
it has been active including the current year (NYAC T), and the number of
years left in. its lifetime after this year (NYLEFT). If NYLEFT < 0, the
vehicle expired last year, NFTBA is set to zero, and vehicle IVTL is retired
immediately. If NYLEFT = 0, the vehicle will expire at the end of the
current year, and NFTBA is set to use all its remaining flights, but not
more than MAXPY or NF LTS. Likewise, vehicles to be expended this year
are given as many flights as possible (the expended flight is considered to
be at the year's end).
If NYLEFT > '0, the program computes how many flight of the maximum
permissible total will be unused if the vehicle is flown at the maximum annual
rate throughout the rest of its allotted life after this year; this unused quantity
is called NEXTRA. (This calculation determines if the vehicle schedule is
about to enter the area marked "undesirable" in Figure 1.) If NEXTRA > 0,
NFTBA is increased by that amount, but not to exceed the annual limit
MAXPY nor the number of remaining flights in its lifetime NFR (IVTL).
At this point NFTBA is determined for vehicle number IVTL. In its
bookkeeping, TRAFIC performs the following operations:
1. Inserts NFTBA in DVTT in the slot for the current year and adds it
to the total for all years.
- 150-
2. Subtracts NFTBA from NFR (IVTL) and from NFLTS.
3. Retires the vehicle if it has expired (allotted years are up, vehicle
is expended, or number of its remaining flights has been reduced to
zero). This involves printing the schedule for vehicle IVTL,
subtracting 1 from NVIF, reducing TOTFLT by 1 for this and all
subsequent years, and deleting this vehicle from DVTT. The
variable KOUNT keeps track of how many expired vehicles have
been printed. Expended vehicles have an E printed in column one of
the output.
4. Exits for this year if now NFLTS =0.
5. Reduces NRV (number of remaining vehicles in fleet) by 1, but to a
value not Ie s s than 1.
If NFLTS = 0, all flights for this year have been assigned, and
TRAFIC goes on to the next year. If NFLTS > 0, TRAFIC repeats this
process for vehicle IVTL + 1.
If the traffic report was requested by input, variable IFLAG(4) will
contain the value 1. After the complete schedule has been determined for
the current vehicle type, TRAFIC prints all remaining (non-expired)




Generate Master Traffic 1_- ~___
Table (MTT) From l/ Start
Flight Table (NFTBL) I' -
,...
- Initialize
Generate Fleet Acquisition ., Vehicle Index
Table (FLTAC) From .I o ..... IV
Initial Vehicle !Acquisition Table (IVA) 8Choose Next
'\. Ve hicle Type,
IV+l - IV
1Zero Out Yes







Pre set Total. V
Fleet Array '" Initialize Year ,-IGo To Next Year
(TOTFLT) 1 o -IYR 1IYR+l -IYR
~
I' INo~~ "Print Traffic J Yes IIs Print ~ Yes JAll Years
----
Report For I' IFlag On? I' IFinished?
Vehicle IV No
,,
j;None Determine # Of Initialize
Determine # Of Expended Flights " Vehicle Pointer
Vehicles Available I' 4' (NEI) .... o - IVTL
In Fleet This Year. SomeActivate Those Not ~
Now Active. I'
Set Status Flag = I, ,~
Set NFR =Max ~~other Ex-pendablel JSet Vehicle
Flights No Vehicle Needed? "Status Flag =3
Yes I'
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UNPACK is a utility routine to extract bits from a given portion of a
36-bit word. UNPACK extracts NBITS bits from packed word PW starting at
bit number B and stores them in V, right adjusted. Bit positions are numbered
o through 35 from left to right.
To unpack or extract bits, CALL UNPACK(V, NBITS, PW, B)
where NBITS is the number of bits to be extracted.
PW is the word from which bits are to be extracted.
B is the number of the first bit to be extracted.
V is the variable in which the extracted bits are to be stored,
right-adjusted as a positive integer. Previous contents of




VALUE converts numeric data from Hollerith or display coded format
to floating point format.
The coded value is assumed to be stored in two successive cells in
(A6, A4) format, representing 1 to 10 digits with an optional decimal point.
The value may be located anywhere in the 10-character field but must not con-
tain embedded blanks. No exponents or plus or minus signs are permitted.
The calling sequence is:
CALL VALUE (A, V, IERR)
where A is a 2-cell array containing the coded value in (A6, A4) format.
V contains the converted value in floating point,· upon return.
IERR is an error flag, upon return.
IERR =0 for no error.
IERR = -1 if the field was completely blank. (A blank field is
~ taken to represent zero. )
IERR =1,2, ••• , 10 to indicate position of an illegal character,
multiple decimal points or embedded blank.
The purpose of this routine is to detect input errors in numerical entries
without causing a machine abort. Thus, this routine examines the input value
while it is still in coded format to determine if there are any illegal aspects
that would cause an abort. The steps involved in this examination are:
1. Separate the 10 characters into separate machine words.
2. Determine the position of the first and last non-blank characters. If
none exist, exit after setting the error flags.
3. Check all characters between the first and last non- blank ones against
a list of acceptable characters, which are only the digits 0 through 9
-156-
and the decimal point. If there are any illegal characters, embedded blanks
or more than one decimal point, set the error flag to the position of the offend-
ing character and exit.
4. Repack the individual characters into two words in A6, A4 format, but with
the non-blank characters shifted to the extreme right of the field. Convert to
floating pqint format.
The unpacking and repacking of the coded word into 10 separate characters
and the ultimate conversion to floating point are accomplished by calling the
system routines ENCODE and DECODE, which operate similarly on both the
CDC 6000 and Univac 1108 machines, though with slightly different calling
sequences. The array C in which the 10 separate characters are stored con-
sists of 19 cells to facilitate right-adjusting the non-blank characters, as is
necessary before converting to floating point.
-157-
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VEHLDF sums up cargo load factors for each year for a specified vehicle,
mis s ion and program.
VEHLDF operates on the phase II cargo table stored -in DDB(NBDDB)
through DDB(NLDDB). The format of the cargo table and a definition of the
term "load factor" is given in Appendix B. VEHLDF is called by VEHRPT
and CSTRPT via the following calling sequence:
CALL VEHLDF(VDATA, NB, NL, IPRO, IMIS, IVEH, IFLG)
where VDATA is an array to be filled with load factor sums.
NB indicates the starting location in DDB of cargo items that
belong to this program, mission and vehicle (preset by
VEHRPT).
IPRO Program number (preset by VEHRPT).
IMIS Mission number (preset by VEHRPT).
IVEH Vehicle number (preset by VEHRPT).
IFLG Is a print control flag to be set by VEHLDF.
The cargo table has been presorted according to program, mission and
vehicle in subroutine REPORT. Starting at location NB, the routine looks at
the program, mission, and vehicle numbers of each cargo item. If these
numbers agree with IPRO, IMIS and IVEH, the routine extracts the load factor
and data of the cargo item and accumulates it in array VDATA, whose format
is described in subroutine VEHRPT.
As soon as a cargo element is found whose program, mission and/ or
vehicle are not the required ones, the search is terminated, since the cargo
table had been presorted, grouping together all cargo items of the same




on whether the parameter which changed was the program, mission or
vehicle (in that order), and will be used to control printout in VEHRPT. The
load factors are now summed for all years and inserted into VDATA(3).
Variable NL is now set to the location of the last cargo item of this program,
mission, and year, information which is used by VEHRPT to update NB for
the next call to VEHLDF. Note that NB and NL each point to the middle word
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VEHRPT prints the Vehicle Utilization and/ or Vehicle Summary reports,
which are optional reports requested by input.
The vehicle utilization reports lists the sums of all cargo load factors in
each year, broken down by program, mission and vehicle. The vehicle summary
is a shorter summation of the same data, a breakdown by vehicle and year only.
A definition of the term "load factor" is given in Appendix B.
VEHRPT calls subroutine VEHLDF to sum up the load factors for each
year for the current program number IPRO, mission number IMI5, and vehicle
number IVEH. These numbers and factors are extracted from the phase II
cargo table, whose format is described in Appendix B. Since the cargo
table has been sorted by program, mission and vehicle in subroutine REPORT
prior to calling VEHRPT, it is not necessary to operate on the entire cargo
table at any time but only on a small portion between DDB(NB) and DDB(NL).
Variable BN points to the first cargo item and NL to the last cargo item in
DDB for this program, mission and vehicle (actually, to the second cell of each
3-word group). Initially, NB is set to the beginning of the cargo table and later
updated after NL has been computed by VEHLDF.
The load factors extracted and summed by VEHLDF are stored in array








Vehicle name (A6, A4 format).
Sum of load factors for all years.
Sum of load factors for year 1.
Sum of load factors for year 2.
Sum of load factors for year 3.
etc.
_162 _
Data are printed after return from VEHLDF. The data are also accumu-
lated into array VTOT, which has the same format as VDATA but contains the
sums by year for all programs and missions. The contents of VTOT are
printed under the heading "Vehicle Summary. II The total for each year should
be identical to the number of flights of that vehicle in that year. Variable NV
is a running count on the number of vehicles entered into VTOT so far, since
vehicles not assigned to carry cargo in any year are excluded from VTOT.
The last section of the routine prints the vehicle acquisition report.
Array IFLAG is used by DORCA to indicate the various reports requested
by input, and IFLAG(5) pertains to VEHRPT:
o No vehicle reports (VEHRPT will not be called).
IFLAG(5) = 1 Print both vehicle utilization and vehicle summary
reports.
2 Print vehicle summary report only (II short" report).
The variable IFLG controls program and mission name printouts:
1 Print only vehicle name with load factors.
IFLG = 2 Print mission name subheading first.
3 Print program name heading first, then mission
subheading.
IFLG is initially set to 3, then altered in subroutine VEHLDG as it dis-

































YEARS creates the array NTYRS, which contains the years (last two
digits) in which there is nonzero activity (costs incurred, cargo shipped, etc.).




This appendix is a master nomenclature list in two parts: 1) all the
variables used in DORCA II listed in alphabetical order; and 2) the same








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MAJOR TAB LES AND ARRAYS
This Appendix provides a general reference to the structure of the
internal packed arrays and tables. The storage locations for all input
data is described by the following table on page B- 2. After the table
appears a description of the format of individual tables with the routine
that reads the cards and loads the table.
B-1









Also DDB(K - NLCE) where




















DDB(NBMISS- NLMISS) (Phase I
cargo table) Also IVA and IFA








The leg data is read and stored in subroutine RDLEG and altered in
subroutine RDVEH. The name and dimension of the leg table is TBLEG (12,63),
where 63 is the maximum number of legs and 12 is the number of words used
for each leg. The contents of each l2-word group are:
Words Contents
I - 2 Leg name (A6, A4 format)
3 - 4 Name of next lower leg (A6, A4 format)
5 Maximum occupancy (deployment limit) - floating point
6 Packed word:
where VI' V2 , V3 , and V4 are the indices of the default
vehicles to be used on the leg and on the next lower, second
lower, and third lower legs, respectively.
7 Index number of next lower leg (integer). Set to 63 if next
lower leg is "NONE" (ie, if this leg originated on earth's
surface) .
8 Not used after subroutine RDVEH is finished.
9 Velocity increment !:N (floating point).
10 Longshoring flag (floating point) (O-no, I-yes).
11 Alternate vehicle index (integer).
12 Not used after RDVEH is finished.




Part of the vehicle data is stored in matrix TBVEH, which contains 5
words for each vehicle:
name l name 2 number: LaC dry stages
wet stages
Words 1-2: Vehicle name (A6, A4) format
3 : Packed word
Bits 0 -17 contain length N (numbe r of cells) of data
for this vehicle
Bits 18-35 contain location where data starts in DDB
4 Packed word containing indices of up to 6 dry stages
used by this vehicle, 6 bits/ stage.
5 Packed word containing indices of up to 6 wet stages
used by this vehicle. 6 bits/stage ..
The rest of the data is stored in DDB starting at cell LaC (see word 3
above) in 3 main sections: the basic set (16 words), option ISP data (10 cells),
and one or more 5-word sets of leg information.





Name 1 Name 2 Propellant Max flts/yr
Lifetime -fts Lifetime -yrs Min load N. R. dev
Spread pointe r Prop tank Rec. prod Spread pointer






Maximum flights / year
B-4
5 Lifetime in flights
6 Lifetime in years
7 Minimum load (lbs)
8 Nonrecurring development cost
9 Pointer to spread table for development cost
10 Propellant tank index
11 Recurring production cost





b) ISP Data - Optional. May not be present.
1
5
"ISP" ISP number WSD WNUP WPMAX










ISP Number (specific Impulse)
WSD (dry structure weight)
WNUP (Non-usable propellant weight)
WPMAX (Maximum propellant we ight)
WINT (Interstage weight)
B-5
7 WPB(/J (Boil-off weight)
8 WNIE (Non-impulsive propellant weight)
9 WACP (Attitude control propellant weight)
10 ISP number (specific impulse)
c) Leg Data - At least one 5-word set
IUPMAX IDNMAX \ EXPMAX
Words 1-2 Leg name (A6, A4)
3 Maximum vehicle payload up (real)
4 . Maximum payload down (real)
5 Maximum payload up if vehicle is expended (real)
B-6
Container Table
Container data is all stored in array TBCQ>NT, 8 words for each
container.
Name l Name 2 Capacity Empty wt








Container name (A6, A4)
Capacity (lbs)
Empty weight (lbs)
Classification (I-crew capsule, 2-bulk container,
3 -not used, 4-propellant tank)
Volume









Function name (A6, A4)
Pointer to start of data for this function in DDB
The data itself consists of 2 + NYRS cells, NYRS being the number of
years over which the cost is spread.




NYRS - Number of years for spreading cost
YR1 - First year (e. g., 1975)




Facility data is stored in DDB starting at location NBFAC in groups
of 8 words/facility.
Name l Name 2 Life -yrs Devel cost
Spread Pointe r
-
Prod cost Spread Pointer
Words 1-2 Facility name
3 Lifetime in years
4 Development cost
5 Spread function pointe r for development cost
6 Not used
7 Production cost
8 Spread function pointer for production cost
B-9
Cargo Element Table
Cargo element data is stored in DDB starting" at location NBCE in
groups of 9 words I element.
Name l Name 2 Description l
Description2 /ICI Description3 /ICN PNTR: CLASS: CAT




Element name (A6, A4)
Description (A6)
Coupled items: contains coded word "COUPLE"
Description continued (A6)
Coupled items: first index ICI in array CE in
RDMISS (integer)
5 Description continued (A6)
Coupled items: last index ICN in array CE (integer)
6 Packed word
Bits 0 -II: pointe r to vehicle or facilitie stable
Bits 12-23: container class (I-crew, 2-bulk,
3-self contained discrete, 4-propellant,
5-coupled item)
Bits 24-35: category (I-material, 2-personnel,





Contents of the DDB Array
Most of the input data and the big internally generated cargo tables
are stored in the long DDB array. Various pointers are maintained to
enable the program to find whatever information it wants. The order in
which data is stored in DDB is:
Order Type of Data Subroutine Which Stores Data
1 Spread functions RDSPD
2 Vehicle data RDVEH
3 Facility data RDFAC
4 Cargo elements RDCRG
5 Cargo tables, phase I LEGPRO, RDMISS
6 Excess core, if any
7 Cargo tables, phase II LEGPRO
The phase II cargo tables arc stored top-down, starting at the high
end of the DDB array and working backwards. This allows space for the
phase I cargo tables to grow during the leg processing. If the data is so
voluminous that the phase I and phase II overlap, the program will terminate
itself.
For further details on the exact manner in which data is stored, see
the writeups for the subroutines indicated.
B-ll
Phase I Cargo Tables
Created initially by RDMISS to represent cargo shipments required
by input mission data, the phase I cargo table is augmented as necessary
by LEGPRO. The tables are sorted by vehicle, leg and year and processed
in segments by the cargo assigner, each segment containing all cargo shipped
on a given vehicle, leg and year. Each cargo item is represented by three
adjacent words in the DDB array. The structure of these three packed words
is as follows:




LEG YR VEH 0 PROG I MISS
S R D D P
V T r I H V2 '13 V4 CE #
R S




1 0-5 Leg number
6-11 Year relative to 1970
12-17 Vehicle index
18-23 Zero (not used)
24-29 Program number (index to PNAME table)
30-35 Mission number (index to MNAME table)
2 0 Same vehicle. If flag = I, this cargo item must
make round trip on same vehicle flight. If flag =0,











Round trip flag. If bit = 1, cargo item must
travel both up and down. If bit = 0, item travels
only one direction.
Direction flag. If round trip flag is zero, this flag
indicates direction (0 - up, 1 - down). If round
trip flag is 1, this flag is irrelevant.
Discrete flag. If flag. 1, this cargo item IJ?-ust now
be treated as a discrete, indivisible item, regardless
of specifications in cargo element table. If flag = 0,
original specification's in cargo element table are to
be used.
Phase number of mission. 1 - initialization, 2 -
sustaining, 3 - termination.
Number of vehicle to be used on next lower le~
if any.
Number of vehicle to be used on second lower leg,
if any.
Number of vehicle to be used on third lower leg, if
any.
Index number of this cargo item in cargo element
table. Index number N means that this represents
ththe N cargo element.
Coupled flag. If = 0, item is a normal single







Primary/ secondary flag. Not used for single
items. For coupled items, 0 means it is the
primary (whole composite) item, while 1 means
it is one of the secondary (component) parts.
Composite group number (zero for non-composites).
Used to tie together the primary and all secondaries.
Single deployment flag. If =1, single deployment
is required for this item; if =0, multiple deploy-
ment is permitted.
Zero (not used)
Weight load factor for coupled items. For
secondary items,
WTLF = component weight x 100000
total composite weight
For primary items, WTLF '= 100000.
Integerized, not floating point.
B-14
Phase II cargo tables
These tables are created by LEGPRO from the phase I tables and the
information provided by the cargo assigner (ASINER). Each cargo item is
represented by 3 packed words in the DDB array:
LEG VEH YR FLIGHT # I FLAGS·
PROG MISS VEH o IC. E. NUMBER
LF x 100000 BLF x 100000
Word Bits










Leg number (index to leg table)
Vehicle number (index to vehicle table)
Year (relative date subtracted out)
Flight number .of this vehicle in this year on this leg.
Same vehicle requirement. Now irrelevant.
Round trip flag (see phase I). Now irrelevant.
Direction flag (0 - up, 1 - down)
Discrete flag (see phase I). Now irrelevant.





Program number (index to program name table)
Mission number (index to mission name table)
Vehicle number (index to vehicle table) Same as bits











Zero (not us ed)
Cargo element number (index to cargo element table
in DDB)
Load factor x 100000. (See below) Multiplied by
100000 and converted to an integer before being
packed into this 18-bit portion of the word.
Bulk load factor x 100000. (See below) Multiplied
by 100000 and converted to integer format before
being packed into these 18 bits.
The "load factor" of any cargo item in the cargo table is defined as
follows:
load factor = IItem wt • factor (UPMAX)Tot wt up + tot wt down. (DNMAX)
where item wt =weight oJ the assigned cargo item (one direction only).
tot wt up = total weight carried upwards on this flight.
tot wt dn = total weight carried downwards on this flight.
UPMAX = maximum vehicle capacity (lbs. ) upwards.
DNMAX = maximum vehicle capacity (lbs. ) downwards.
1 if cargo item is travelling upwards;
factor = UPMAX
DNMAX
if cargo item is travelling downwards.
For a single flight, the sum of the load factors for all cargo items
travelling on that flight in both directions is 1. Note, however, that if
UPMAX i: DNMAX, the load factor for an item travelling upwards will be
different from the load factor for the same item travelling downwards.
B-16
The "bulk load factor'! is of real interest only for bulk cargo which can
be subdivided into several parcels packed into different containers; for non-
divisible cargo items (crews and discretes), the bulk load factor must be 1.
For bulk cargo, it is defined as follows:
b lk 1 d f t - assigned weightu oa ac or - .. 1 . h
orlglna welg t
where assigned weight = weight of this portion of the bulk.
original weight = weight of this original whole bulk item input to the
cargo element table.
Acquisition Tables
Mission input dictates how many of each kind of vehicle and facility
must be shipped as part of the cargo. This information is used to initialize
the vehicle and facility acquisition tables. During the leg processing, addition-
al vehicles must be acquired to carry other cargo. The number of extra
vehicles depends on the number of flights scheduled by the cargo assigner and
the vehicles' lifetimes in years and number of flights. These extra vehicles
are added to the vehicle acquisition table.
Vehicle acquisition table IVA











Number Of units of this vehicle which must be acquired.
B-17
Facility acquisition table IFA











Mis s ion number
Number of this facility as an entry in the cargo element table.
Year
Number of units of this facility to be acquired.
NFTBL is a long array describing all vehicle flights. Each word is a












Number of expended flights
Index of vehicle
Year relative to 1970
Number of flights.
There is one such word generated for each call to ASINER from
LEGPRO. If a given vehicle flies on more than one leg, there will be more




(REFERENCE: COMPANY PRACTICE 7-21-1)
REPORT TITLE









(NOT!;: FOR OFF-SITE PERSONNEL. SHOW LOCATION SYMBOL, e.g.,10HN Q. PUBLIC/VAFB)
J. H. Ashmore
E. Blond















G. W. Timpson (3)
V. V. Voit
R. W. Wolfe (3)
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